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The bow and arrow were invented at least
60,000 to 70,000 years ago and for 99% of
that time children learned archery the same
way they learned everything else: by doing.
At first a child probably played at archery
using a found bent stick. Later, they might
have been given a purpose–built youth bow
(short in length with a weak draw pull)
made from basic materials or from a broken
adult bow, cut down. Arrows were probably
also “hand me downs” and if a child showed
enough promise with the bow and arrow,
they might be invited to join the hunter’s
circle and begin the arduous task of working
their way up from the least desirable tasks.
More recently, though, children began receiving instruction in the way of the bow.
Eminent archery historian Hugh Soar shares his vast knowledge of how youths were
taught during this period, both then and now, starting in his native England, expanding
to the rest of the U.K, then out to Europe and the U.S., and also including the Middle
East, Africa, and the Far East.
Archery coaches and archers who have an interest in youth archery or archery history will love this book. It is packed with history and is charming, too. Fully illustrated.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com

editorial
Those of you who read these
editorials, all twelve or so of you,
will recall that I frequently comment that we ask the busiest people in the archery world to write
for us. To note, the last time I
spoke to Larry Wise about writing
an article he was planning a trip to
India with a stopover in the
Middle East. Wow! I am stretched
when I coach out in the suburbs.
That trip hasn’t happened, yet, so
Larry had time to send in his latest
article. I am reminded of the old
E.F. Hutton TV commercials
“When E.F. Hutton speaks ... people listen.” I think of Larry that
way. His experience as a championship-level competitive archer, a
bowhunter, a classroom teacher,
and a globe striding archery coach
make his nuggets of wisdom special, in my book.
There are some in the compound side of our sport who poohpooh coaches as being old and out
of touch, not really aware of the
current trends in shooting compound bows. These archers are
generally ignorant of the history of
our sport and that many of the
things they think are new are actually older ideas that have been
tried before, but are being tried
again, possibly with a small twist,
possibly without.
For this reason and others, I
appreciate Tom Dorigatti’s contributions. By sharing his extensive
personal experience with the world
of compound bows and accessories, he is showing us that, well,

there is really nothing new under
the sun (a statement that is, I
believe, several thousand years
old).
We have a couple of new authors
in this issue, both with some very
interesting things to contribute.
Amy Saltzman, M.D. (We do not
list academic credentials unless
they apply to the subject of their
article.) is both a physician and a
mental skills coach. She wrote a
piece on mindfulness, and archers
need to have their minds full of
what they are doing “now” when
they shoot, so that is spot on.
Chris Hill, I ran accross on
YouTube and he has a target panic
cure that I had not seen before and
I think those of you struggling
with TP will find very helpful. I
contacted him about writing his
article and, as you can see, he
agreed.
The rest of the issue is stuffed full
of good things. Simon Needham
and I are almost done with our
“Getting To” series, I think the
next installment will be the finale.
Bob Ryder is showing us how he
handles the second level of tuning
recurves with his college students.
And please note that those college
students are just young archers
“going through a phase,” a phase
every serious archer goes through,
so if you have been skipping over
Bob’s articles because you thought
they were for “just” college students, you have been missing out. I

have learned more than a few
things I am incorporating into my
coaching and I have passed my
college coaching duties on to
another, so most of my students
are far from college-age now.
Hugh Soar has another fascinating article on the history of the
longbow. If you were wondering
where the American flat bow came
from, well he tells you. (Hint: It
was some of them pointy-headed
scientists what done it.)
Tom Dorigatti is back to
addressing his personal history in
the wide world of compounds,
picking up his comments on what
I call triggerless releases, but many
of you call back tension releases.
(If you do, you are trying to invoke
magic because back tension is an
element of an archer’s technique, it
is not a style of release aid. Calling
a release a back tension release
doesn’t affect whether or not you
use back tension shooting it, nor
how much back tension is used.)
Larry Wise wants to blow the
whole idea of competitive pressure
out of the water and does a good
job of just that. Charles Moffatt of
Canada shares how he incorporates stories into his coaching. And
William Moltzan shows you how a
simple modification of your arrow
tubes can keep your fletches from
being distorted when those arrows
stay in the tune a long time.
Enjoy!
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Hinge, Alias
Triggerless, Release
Aids, Part 2
by Tom Dorigatti
It has been awhile since I delved into release
aids (Issue 22-2 to be exact. Ed.). My past three articles dealt with a recent surgery for my eye ailment,
called Strabismus that I had done in April, 2018. I
had put this off for many years, but it finally got to the
point where I had no choice but to have the surgery
done. So, I put off Part 2 of the “Back Tension Release
Aids” until now.
In this article, I will address more about Zenith
releases, along with other triggerless/back tension
releases that have become available. Each brand has
their specific features (none are really “new,” just
changed a bit, and some improved a lot).
Please don’t get all caught up in the progression
that I use as to which release came first or second or
third. One thing for certain, it is that they came on
fast and furious, and have accelerated even more in
the past 10 years when the “back tension”/triggerless
releases regained popularity. There was even a time
frame involved where the basic trip gate release wasn’t used at all and there wasn’t even a “moon” involved.
I am not going to tear down each release aid and bore
you with specifics and the how’s and why’s of this.
Forrest Carter does a great job with the Carter release
aids in his book, “Carter Archery Releases –
Everything that you wanted to know, and then some.”
I will make mention of several of the Carter “Rotation
Activated Releases;” Forrest and I, among others,
have come to practically loathe the use of the words
“back tension” as a style of release aid, but it is what
people have come to call them; like it or not.
So, let’s review just a few items concerning the
original Stanislawski trip gate release aids that first hit
the scene in 1970 and gained in popularity, only to fall
out of favor with the advent of the single sear and
then double sear trigger releases.
6

1. Early on, we shooters used nylon parachute cord
or braided nylon rope on the releases. 3⁄16˝ diameter ropes were not uncommon! The rope wrapped
around the bow string and some archers shot with
the rope bumped up right against the bottom of
the arrow nock, and others, especially later on used
a rubber “eliminator button” below the nock and
then put the rope around the bowstring below the
“eliminator button.” There are still some shooters
today that use an eliminator button and the rope
around the string method of release aid hook up,
but they are becoming a rare breed.
2. Initially, the rules allowed only one moving part
for a release aid. Thus, the trip gate release was
solidly legal for several years before the rule was
lightened up to allow for some moving parts. This
opened up the “single sear” days. We will talk
about single sear releases in my next article.
3. There were other releases out there that didn’t use
a “hinge” or trip gate, but an adjustable dowel pin
(usually metal) that could be adjusted in or out in
order to speed up or slow down the release aid.
There was a tough and sometimes painful learning
curve with these releases. One of these that I shot
very well with was the “Sizemore Rope Spike
release aid (see AFm, Vol 22, No 2). Either way,
these releases were a lot less abrasive on the arrow
nock and the bow string because the rope provided a cushion.
4. My first two Stanislawski hinge releases are still in
my possession. One has a small diameter rope on
it; the other the thicker rope. These releases are
both designed with a different pivot point that
allows rotation of the release body and the cushion
for the arrow nock and bowstring. The handles are
quite comfortable. These releases went through
Archery Focus

much iteration and style changes, but the pivot
point, for the most part stayed close to the same
angle.
5. Trying to shoot one of the “Old Style” Stan hinge
releases directly off a D-loop is a hazardous situation. The moon has to be set very, very close to the
edge in order for you to have any luck getting the
release to trip; even then, you really have a hard
time getting it to trip very easily!
The Zenith Comfort Line of Hinge-Style Release Aids
This brings us to the Zenith Comfort Release Aids
designed and built by Joe Baurenfiend of New York
State (see photo below). These release aids were a bit
more ergonomically designed, had a bit more heft to
them, due to their brass handles, and the trip gate
headhad a different appearance all together from the
Stanislawski Releases. The Zenith also had a small
rubber band that reset the hook to the cocked position so you didn’t have to flip it or “cock it” after each
shot. The early Zenith releases were designed to shoot
with a “rope around the bowstring” hook up mechanism, much like all of the others.
The Zenith Comfort Releases

Zenith releases weren’t only done in brass (see
photos top right), either. Joe also made them in
anodized colors.

Joe Baurenfiend was the first one I personally
know about to introduce the “clicker” onto the halfmoon in his release aid lineup. At the time, in the
early 1990’s, you could order “half moons” from Joe
and they would also fit onto the handles of the
Stanislawski release aids. Besides what has become
the standard 0.010˝ click groove, you could get
moons from Joe that was as low as, I believe, 0.004˝
on up to 0.014˝. The groove was on one side of the
moon, and you could simply pull out the moon, flip it
over, and go without any “click.” Many people have,
and still do, shoot very well with the “click” on their
rotation activated releases. It apparently is a “lovehate” relationship. It is also, for some learning how to
stay focused and not let up when the click sounds, a
long, long learning curve. I personally shot really well
with a “click” in my Stan for about a month, and then
the bottom fell out of it as I started balking at setting
the click at anchor and finishing the job. I would get
hung up and ease it into the click and then flinch, losing everything I had gained. This forced many a letdown and start over during a competitive round, so I
abandoned that idea.
The two photos below show the Zenith Comfort
Continued on Next Page
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Release head in Brass with the bag of two additional
moons that I had in my possession.

Just to keep things interesting, there are a few
other iterations of Zenith releases I ran across, but
never shot! Can you belief a “Brass Knuckle” Hinge
release with a Zenith Head on it? Oh, yeah!

There have been more and more off-shoots of the
Trip Gate, Rotation Activated, or “Back Tension”
release aids (or whatever you choose to call them) over
the course of the past 10 years. Nearly every release
8

aid manufacturer has or is dabbling with all sorts of
different styles and types of these release aids. I cannot and will not take the time to discuss each and
every one of them, but can show you photos of some
progressions and make some comments (hopefully
not bad comments or any that would run down anyone’s product … they are all quality releases or they
would never survive the market competition).
Carter Enterprises and “Rotation Activated
Releases”
The first Carter release I remember was back around
1988 or 1989. It was called the Wilde Thing. It was a
double sear thumb trigger release. From that point
onwards, Carter Enterprises really accelerated with
development and improvements on the double sear
thumb (and pinky) activated releases. Not to be
denied, however, Carter also got intimately involved
in the Rotation Activated Releases.
The Atension release aid is one of the first Carter
rotation activated release aids. The big improvement
on this release aid was, besides a much swept back fingers angle on the release body, the incorporation of
several slots on the outer surface of the half-moon for
more accurate release speed adjustment. This was
accomplished by loosening the set screw in the back
of the handle enough to allow you to move the moon
a given and consistent amount. There was a spring
activated mechanism that fit into the slots on the back
of the moon. You could rotate the moon one, two, or
however many “clicks” you wanted to in order to
speed up or slow down the release aid and then lock
the set screw so that the setting held. They patented
this and called it the Ratchet Adjustment SystemTM
(RTS). It worked quite well to eliminate the pesky
half moon from moving when you tightened down
the set screw on the moon!

Another hot item was the Colby Hinge, an
upgrade from the Colby Spike. It used the same handle, but incorporated a hinge-gate and half-moon
system. There are/were several iterations of different
handles, most using the RTS system, and even some
Archery Focus

with a “click” installed. Carter then moved into something really special by designing the Solution, the
Solution 2 and the Solution III release aids, all of which
incorporated a thumb activated “safety” so that the
release couldn’t be fired as you drew back your string
to Anchor.
The Carter Solution and Solution II both have
safeties on them that you depress before you draw
back the bow. Once to anchor, you let off the safety
and execute the shot. These required a bit of a learning curve, but once you got the idea, they worked
great; especially for those not familiar with the other
types of hinge-gate, rotation activated release aids.
With the Solution III, you could choose between a

hing-style rotation activated release or a traditional
thumb trigger release. I still have one of the Solution
III’s, but haven’t shot with it in quite some time.
A few years later, Carter developed the Carter
Only release aid. This one has a trip gate, but instead
of a half-moon, there is a selection of “crescents” of
varying degrees of angle. The handle comes in two
sizes, small or large. There are speed “dots” on the
sides of each crescent and you adjust the speed by
rotating the crescent back or forth to a different “dot”.
This also affects the head position, or the angle of
your handle in relation to your hand position. There
are three crescents, each with two setups for positioning of the handle. You can use the same “dots” but a

Continued on Next Page

Want More on Compound Archery?
Do you know why the same dozen or so archers win all of the
major compound archery tournaments? Do you know what their
advantage is? It is based on the “80:20 law” which states that “the
first 80% of the result is produced by the first 20% of the effort.”
Many compound archers settle for the 80%, but the compound
“top guns” didn’t. The question is: Do you want to tackle the
“other 20%” and see if you can join those at the top?
If so, you need to get your copy of ProActive Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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different crescent to get the same speed, but a different feel for the release aid. There have been several
top end archers who have used this release aid and
won’t go off of it. Erika Anschutz Jones is one of these
archers who swears by her Carter Only. I have two of
them and find them very comfortable. Once set, you
can leave them alone; they aren’t going to move without you doing something to move the crescent. The
higher the number of the crescent, the slower the
release. In addition, the Only incorporates a pulling
post for added safety.
The Carter Two Moons is just that. There are two
moons independently adjustable from one another
(within limits). You set the first half of the moon to
trip when you reach a certain point in your shot execution set up. You then know the release body is in the

same position it was in the last shot. Then, you finish
the rotation to trip the release aid. This does offer a
lot more consistency with regard to hand to release
body positioning … if you can get over hearing that
click (and feeling it) and then not lose back tension to
finish the shot.
The Carter Total Control is another great release
aid. It is a precursor to the Honey series. It features an
incorporated pulling post, along with a fully
adjustable speed setting and a slightly swept back
handle design without finger slots. The larger “hook”
on the pinky end of the handle allows you to consistently place your little finger onto the release aid.
Many great shooters do use the pinky finger for some
added leverage and control. They claim it helps them
to relax their release hand and allows them to let the

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Coach!
Larry Wise, one of the premier archery coaches in the
United States, is sharing his coaching wisdom, especially for coaches of compound-release archers but
also bowhunters. So, if you coach or want to “self
coach” yourself, there is now a new addition to the
coaching literature just for you.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is an
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not
just on the shooting of arrows out of bows but on how
to coach people to do that better.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Online Booksellers!
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hand/wrist stretch itself out and thus allow the release
body to rotate much easier.
Carter Honey series releases are also trip-gate
releases, but with an improved safety mechanism and
a “hole” in the release body for your first finger to fit
into. These are not a swept back style handle, but do
offer very pronounced finger slots so that your release
fits onto your hand more consistently. Each one of the
series uses a different mechanism for activating the
safety. The Honey 2 doesn’t have any finger slots on
the body, and the hole is contoured and much more
ergonomic (see photos below).

Carter “Honey” release aids (Photos Courtesy of Carter Enterprises)

turer these days is designing and trying to improve
upon the Rotation Activated Release aids. They all
pretty much revolve around the tried and tested halfmoon system, and are incorporating different shapes,
different pivot points, different sorts of ergonomics,
improving comfort, and also seeking smoothness so
that archers don’t feel the movement or any roughness
between hitting anchor and when the release aid trips.
There are many that I have yet to try, so I cannot
relate to you much information, so I won’t, for fear of
giving mis-information about the products.
TRU-Ball Hinge Release
TRU-Ball has put out a very, very nice Hinge Release
aid, that I did try out and found it to be very, very
comfortable and very smooth. I didn’t have to mess
with the setting on the release aid and within a few
shots, I was very pleased and had I decided to purchase it, I likely wouldn’t have had to mess with the
speed setting on the release aid. The handle’s finger
slots are very rounded and comfortable; no pinch
points. Your hand gets into the release the same every
time. I think that is due to the nearly closed first finger set-up. It isn’t swept back too far; just enough to
be ergonomically comfortable, at least from my per-

As I said earlier, nearly every release aid manufac-

Continued on the Next Page

Coaches, Do You Want “Even More”?
In this sequel to More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve Ruis
addresses a full range of coaching levels and subjects, supplying tools
and new perspectives for archery coaches at all levels.
Topics include: how to teach using a release aid the right way, why it is
imperative to shoot “in the now,” how to deal with archers of different
personality types, how to establish when an archer is relaxed and balanced, what to look for when observing archers, how to practice effectively, how compound bows mislead archers, how to use video, what’s
wrong with competitive age categories in youth archery . . . and much,
much more, More than half of the chapters in this book have never
been published before.
Get your copy of Even More on Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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spective. The trip gate workmanship is very well finished and smooth. You won’t damage your D-loop
with the hook on this release aid.

Scott Archery
Scott Archery is one of the very active release aid
manufacturers of today. Although better known for
their wrist strap first-finger releases, they have gotten
into making rotational releases. One of the more
recent releases and one talked about a lot is the Scott
BackSpin release aid. I do have to add right here that
the concept is not a new one. The photo below shows
a release aid made by Nancy and Rick Fawley sometime in the mid-to-late 1970s. Dean Pridgen was
kind enough to contribute a photo of the Fawley
release aid (below). The Scott BackSpin bears uncanny
resemblance to the Fawley, with the exception that
the Fawley had a “Stan Style” release head (half
moon) setup (the Zenith head looks very similar,
doesn’t it?) and was designed to be a “rope around the
bowstring” release aid. Note the adjustments for the
middle and ring finger attachment.

I have shot the Scott BackSpin quite a bit and
found it to be quite different. The pivot point is different, but what is neat about the release is that the
body itself rotates by the use of a bearing type ring for
12

the first finger. You can crank on your first finger all
you want, but in order to rotate the release, you either
have to squeeze with your middle and ring finger,
and/or allow the hand to fully relax and properly use
your back muscles to get the middle and ring finger to
do the job of rotating the release aid. I no longer have
the BackSpin in my arsenal. When I went back to lefthanded shooting, I decided to clean out my collection
of releases a bit.
Stanislawski Has Not Been Asleep
Stanislawski, the Ur-father of the hinge release aid,
has not been asleep on the job with regard to release
aid manufacture! They are, in fact, not only vastly
improving their hinge releases, but they are also dabbling into the double sear thumb activated release
aids. I have had a Stan SX-3 Thumb Trigger and really liked the micro-adjust travel and trigger pressure
settings. I have a couple of Stan Shootoffs. They are
trip-gate releases, but instead of the “old system” of
untightening a single screw, moving the moon and
tightening the screw only to have the moon move on
you, the Shootoff has a micro adjustable moon setting
that doesn’t move unless you move it. This is probably
one of the best features of the Shootoff, and the MoreX
releases from Stan. Stan also makes other models, one
of which is a resistance release that is set for “holding
weight” in order for it to trigger. This release has a
very long learning curve and is intolerant of any irregularities of hand positioning, hand angle, hand tenArchery Focus

sion, and draw length control. It will only fire when a
given “max weight” is achieved. Some people claim
the release always changes on them. The release itself
is mechanical and the settings do not change. What
changes is the operator and any one of several variables can make this release feel like it has changed.
The photo below shows some of the progression
of Stan releases. The Micro III (far right) happens to
be one that really fits my hand well. It has adjustable
pulling post positioning and of course the micro-tune
on the “moon”. It also has the option of “to click” or
“not to click”. Mine is set up “not to click.” I also have
a couple of Stan Shootoffs, which are a bit larger than
the Micro III but operate the same. The replacement
for the Shootoff is the MoreX, which is even more
improved. Another great feature that the Micro III the
Shootoffs and the MoreX have is the “trainer lock.” It is
a screw in pin that goes through a hole in the hinge
and moon. It stops the release from triggering completely, but will stop at the point that you have the
release set to fire. It is a great aid in setting up the
release and obviously a great help for training at home
while not even shooting an arrow out of the bow.
Repetitions are the name of the game!

turers had to change the body of the release, along
with the pivot point so that the hinge didn’t have to
be set right on the edge in order to get the release to
trigger.
In the meantime, the double sear thumb activated releases dominated competitive target archery and
continued to do so from the early 1990’s until about
the past 5-8 years. Now, more and more competitors
are going to the Rotation Activated (also called “Back
Tension”) releases once again. Huge improvements
are being made with regard to the adjustability of
these releases so that the releases can really be fine
tuned to the preferences of today’s discriminating
archer.
Yes, there is also a new trend for top shooters to
change back to wrist-strap, first finger activated
releases as there are notable improvements being
made with regard to adjustability and reliability of the
release mechanisms and the reliability of the wrist
strap materials not to stretch and change the archery’s
anchor point.
What will come next? The manufacturers probably know and are working on the next improvement
to the rotation activated releases, thumb activated
trigger releases, and wrist-strap releases as well.
In my next article I will be talking about the single sear release invasion of the mid-1970’s as we need
to go back just a bit, so we can move forward.
Good Shooting,
Tom Dorigatti

Stan Sahara, Micro III, et cetera

Conclusion
There are literally hundreds of release aids from various manufacturers available to today’s archers to scrutinize, try, buy, sell, and re-sell. Each manufacturer is
competing for a piece of the release aid market. Hinge
releases first came out in 1970 and were going strong
until the single-sear releases were legalized around
1973 or so. Then the sear releases really took off in
popularity, mostly because they were safer than a
hinge-style release aid. Then, the double sear releases
took over, along with the wrist strap releases with single or double calipers, or a single hook. When Dloops became the rage, and the old style Stans were
very hard to shoot from a D-loop. Thus the manufacArchery Focus
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More Advanced
Tuning of Recurve
Bows
by Bob Ryder, JMU Coach
We need to always continue the search for an
edge for our archers over their competitors by perfecting their shot or fine tuning their set up for
greater forgiveness. We’re not going to get into building of arrows at this time, but one thing you might
want to consider, like we did when we chose our
arrows to tune with indoors, is to make sure the
arrows they are trying to tune are straight and are
matched as closely in weight as possible. One more
thing we can do in that
endeavor is to try some
fine tuning.
While it is always a
good idea to have all your
arrows numbered for
tracking purposes make
sure before beginning any
fine tuning that all of your
archers have numbered their
arrows and have a notebook to
record specific observations.
And as we move forward in our
efforts to fine tune our equipment let’s remember one simple rule.
“We don’t tune for pretty…
We tune for groups!”
While we will often watch
the arrows fly or how they
come out of the bow to make
certain determinations, the
bottom line is your score and
that all comes from how your
arrows group. Thank goodness,
when we get the tune that produces your best groups the
14

arrow flight you can observe will be what you were
hoping for in the first place.
Fine Tuning for Indoor Competition
After successfully helping your students with bare
shaft tuning at 18m their arrows should be flying and
grouping pretty well. One thing that you can help
them do to improve the forgiveness of their set ups is
it to spend a little time to perfect both their nocking
point location and plunger
tension using a little tuning exercise I like to call
“Taggin’ the Line.”
Taggin’ the Line
Have each of your archers
who are shooting consistently enough to benefit
from some fine tuning take
electrical tape or painters tape
wide enough that they can easily see it at 18m and put it in a
straight line across the back side
a target face or on a piece of
cardboard.
Focus on the Nocking Point
1. Have your archers hang their
targets up with the line running
horizontal.
2. Have your archers shoot six
arrows across the line while
concentrating on keeping their
sight pins on the tape. We don’t
care about left and right spacing, only our elevation and staying on the line.
Archery Focus

until the variance increases again.
8. Then reduce the plunger tension 1⁄8 turn at a time
until the variance increases again. Compare the
recorded variances and return to the setting with
the smallest variance.

Adjust your tied on nocking point by twisting in up or down the serving as required.

3. Pull any bad shots out of consideration and then
measure the group variance in height, record the
variance.
4. Have them adjust their nocking points up 1⁄16˝
and then repeat the exercise recording the change
and the variance for each new location. If the variance decreases continue moving the nocking point
up in 1⁄16˝ increments until the variance increases.
5. Then move the nocking point down 1⁄16˝ at a time
until the variance increases again. Compare the
recorded variances and set the nocking point to
the location with the smallest variance.
Focus on the Plunger Tension
1. Have your archers hang their targets with the line
running vertically.
2. Have your archers shoot six arrows down the tape
while concentrating on keeping their sight pins on
the tape. We don’t care about our spacing up and
down, only our windage and staying on the line.
3. Pull any bad shots out of consideration and then
measure the group variance left to right, recording
the variance.
4. Have them add 1⁄4 turn (clockwise) to the plunger
tension and then repeat the exercise recording the
change and the variance for each new location. If
the variance decreases continue adding tension to
the button until the variance increases.
5. Then reduce the plunger tension 1⁄4 turn (counterclockwise) at a time until the variance increases
again. Compare the recorded variances and return
the set screw in the plunger to the location with
the smallest variance.
6. To complete fine tuning of your plunger, start this
exercise over at this setting recording the variance.
7. Have them add 1⁄8 turn to the plunger tension and
then repeat the exercise recording the change and
the variance for each new location. If the variance
decreases continue adding tension to the button
Archery Focus

Fine Tuning for Outdoor Competition
Normally, by the time we move outdoors with each
new crop of kids we have almost lost our minds.
While I love shooting indoors, for about 30 minutes,
I am always anxious to get outdoors where the greatest challenges and opportunities await. One opportunity that awaits us outdoors is the chance to finally do
some serious tuning. We always want to make sure
that we spend our last week of indoor shooting
switching over to outdoor equipment, making all the
normal adjustments and then tuning the outdoor
equipment indoors. When we head outdoors we have
everybody and everything ready to rock and roll. If
that’s the case then the first thing I want to do outdoors, tuning wise, is the French Method, also known
as the Walk Back Method.
The French Method
Preparation for testing with the French Method
includes having them all get a sight setting for 10
meters and finding or setting up a buttress that will
accommodate their needs for about a 6 feet (2 meter)

Continued on the Next Page
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group, top to bottom. If you aren’t fortunate enough
to have a backstop of those dimensions an easy option
is to set one 48˝ matt on the ground in front of a matt
already mounted on a target stand. Before shooting
please secure the second matt to the stand in a
manner that will prevent the second matt from
falling over on their arrows. While we may not
need all of them, mark distances from 10 to 70
meters from the target at 10-meter increments.
Now install an aiming spot or a small target near
the top of the upper target matt.
Have your archers perform this exercise one
at a time to avoid confusion.
1. Set their sights on the 10-meter mark
2. Aiming all shots at the target or aiming spot
and without changing their sights have them
shoot an arrow from the 10-meter line, 20meter line, 30-meter line and so on backing up
as far as they can without shooting an arrow so
low as to miss the available space on the target
matts.
3. Have your archers shoot an extra
shot to replace any bad shots that
they may shoot in the process
remembering to pull the bad shots
from the group before analysis.

6. Pattern #5, curved line to the right top to bottom, is an indication that the button is protruding too far to the left. (RH Archer/reverse
for LH)
7. There is a 6 th Basic Group pattern which I will
simply refer to as “the spray.” That pattern or
lack thereof is simply an indication that this
archer is not yet ready for this test.
Fine Tuning the Bare Shaft Method
I have said before many archers, including myself,
take this method a little farther when they go
outdoors. In fact, in final preparation for an outdoor tournament I like to shoot my bare shaft
with my group at the longest distance I will be
shooting. Please don’t take your kids straight to
70 meters to do their tuning. You had them tune
with a bare shaft at 10 and then 20 meters
indoors. So, use the same responsible technique
outdoors. Have them tune with the Bare Shaft
Method at 30 meters first and when you think

The Analysis
1. Archers who are skilled enough to
benefit from this exercise will find
their arrows fit into one of five
basic group patterns.
2. Pattern #1, the arrows form a
straight line top to bottom, is most
desirable and indicates that “All
Systems are Go” and that no
adjustment to button position or
tension is required.
3. Pattern #2, diagonal line to the
left top to bottom, is an indication
that the button is too stiff. (RH
Archer/reverse for LH)
4. Pattern #3, diagonal line to the
right top to bottom, is an indication that the button is too soft.
(RH Archer/reverse for LH)
5. Pattern #4, curved line to the left
top to bottom, is an indication
that the button is not protruding
far enough to the left. (RH
Archer/reverse for LH)
16
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they are ready allow
However, I have tried to
them to tune at 40
hit the most important
meters and so on until
factors having an impact
the ones who are able
on your team’s success
have reached their tourand hope that it serves
nament distance.
you and your shooters
It is a kind of confiwell.
dence builder when
they can shoot their
Thanks for spending this
bare shafts in a group at
time with me. I look fora distance like 70 to 90
ward to seeing you on the
meters. They may just
shooting field.
start thinking that their
If your archers are getting fliers, try turning the nocks on the flier
shots are clean enough
arrows 120 degrees and try again.
and their bows are
tuned well enough that they are ready to move up
in the rankings.
things go
There are many more things to look at going
forward to optimize our setups. Just in the world
of bowstrings I would like to spend more time
testing new bowstring materials, number of
strands, different brace heights and how they
affect performance. Simple exercises that we used
to test our nocking point and button tension can
be repeated with the string variables I mentioned
and we would all benefit from this information.
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In this sequel to Coaching Archery, More on Coaching
Archery, and Even More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve
Ruis addresses a full range of coaching levels and subjects, supplying tools and new perspectives for archery coaches of all levels. Archery Focus magazine Editor Steve Ruis’s first coaching
book, Coaching Archery focussed on serving beginning-tointermediate coaches and is the best selling archery coaching
book available. All of the subsequent books are addressed to all
archery coaches of all levels.
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Teaching Archery
Through Narratives
(aka Storytelling)
by Charles Moffat
During the process of teaching archery I will
sometimes tell my students a story that might be historical, anecdotal, or even mythological. I find students respond well to this storytelling method of
teaching because it is more entertaining, it helps them
to remember form issues, and it adds to their knowledge of archery as a whole. Being an activity that precedes history, both for hunting and for leisure, there
are quite a few archery stories that have been passed
down through generations to the present time and
quite a few other stories that have appeared in more
recent times.
I have especially found storytelling very useful
when I encounter students who have difficulty
remembering things. You may sometimes encounter
students who have a learning disability which makes
it harder for them to learn things, but I have found
that if I add a narrative to the lesson it helps them to
remember more clearly, which makes my job of teaching them easier. So it is a Win & Win? (Side Note:
Jokes, archery puns, and “archery sayings” are also
useful for helping students remember. You are not
limited to just narrative storytelling.)
Below are some samples of some of the stories I
tell during my archery lessons.
Odysseus and the Bowstringer
One of my favourites is telling the story of how
Odysseus/Ulysses may have invented the bowstringer,
a story I typically tell while demonstrating how to use
a bowstringer. The story goes that Odysseus went off
to fight in the Trojan War for 10 years, then he got
lost at sea for 10 years and when he finally returned
home it had been 20 years. Many people thought he
18

was dead so there were suitors trying to marry the
queen and take his kingdom. Fortunately his wife was
very smart and she said she would only marry a man
who could string her husband’s bow, which was
exceptionally powerful. None of the suitors could
string it. Unfortunately, neither could Odysseus. It
had been 20 years and he was not as strong as he used
to be. But like his wife, he was very smart. (I say the
next part while demonstrating how to use a bowstringer.) So he pulled out a bowstringer, capped one
end on the tip of the bow, placed the loop over the
other tip, holds the bow horizontally with the bowstring and bowstringer both facing the ground, steps
on the bowstringer, and quickly strings the bow. He
then shot all the suitors (this usually gets a chuckle
from students).
Something Fun There is a video on YouTube of Kirk
Douglas in the 1954 film “Ulysses” where he performs
this scene. He barely grunts and strings the bow by
hand. My version of the story is more educational, but
if you want entertainment that video is worth watching.
The Bowhunter with the New Hat
A few years ago I was reading an article in a bowhunting magazine (I forget which one) and one of the contributors told the following story, which I have been
repeating ever since as a way to explain to students
that anything that touches the bowstring will effect
your shot. The story goes that the author bought a
new hat before going bowhunting with some friends.
They did some camping and the next morning he got
up to make breakfast and get some practice in. For
Archery Focus

some weird reason his shots
kept going to the left. He
couldn’t figure out why. Fed
up he went back to eating
his breakfast, during which
he took his hat off. Later
when he decided to shoot
again his shots were back to
normal, on target. He pondered what was different and realized he had taken
his hat off. The brim of his new hat had been brushing the bowstring to the side, causing all of his shots
to go left on him.

“Being an activity that precedes
history, both for hunting and for
leisure, there are quite a few
archery stories that have been
passed down through generations to the present time”

Something Fun Try shooting with a hat on sometime
to see how it effects your shots. I routinely shoot with
my Ducks Unlimited baseball cap on, but I tip it back
before I shoot so it doesn’t interfere with my shot.
When I shoot compound bows I don’t have to worry
about this issue because the string angle is different.
Sometimes I wear a Stetson, so that provides a fun
challenge.
Have Some Apple Pie
I think the saying “Have Some Apple Pie” was created by Howard Hill or possibly a different archer from
the 1950s. I have no proof Howard Hill is the person
who came up with the saying, nor do I have any proof
it really is from the 1950s. To me “apple pie” and
“1950s” just seem to go together, so that is more narrative fun than any historical fact. I use “Have Some
Apple Pie” (HSAP) when giving out a free tip to
beginners, as it is a good way to quickly demonstrate
to a beginner what they need to be doing. I will
demonstrate the form while saying the following:
• Have Some Apple Pie stands for Hands, Shoulder,
Anchor/Aim and Power.
• Hands should be open, centered, and relaxed.
• Shoulders should be relaxed and fully aligned.
• Anchor on your face at the same spot. Aim at a
different spot.
• Power comes from the back muscles. You want full
Power.
• Hands,
Shoulder,
Anchor/Aim
and
Power. Don’t bother
shooting unless you are
doing all five.
Now it is an oversimplification to think that this
is all you need to learn to

Something Fun Howard
Hill (b.1899 – d.1975) once
shot an eagle at distance of
150 yards. When telling
students this I will then point at the tree line at the far
end of the archery range and say “That tree line is 140
yards away. So to hit that eagle it would be 10 yards
into the trees and up a bit. And he did it on the first
shot.” There are lots of Howard Hill stories to choose
from, like the time Howard supposedly trained for a
year with really heavy longbows before going elephant
hunting (something most bowhunters wouldn’t do
today) just so he could pull a really heavy bow while
hunting a bull elephant (and it still took him four
arrows to take it down). There is a video of Howard’s
elephant hunt on YouTube.

Robin Hooding an Arrow in the Dark
Awa Kenzo was a Japanese archer (b.1880 – d.1939)
and martial artist who became known for his trick
shots in his early career such as shooting the filament
out of a light bulb (without breaking the rest of the
bulb except for entry and exit points), but later in life
Awa had a spiritual epiphany and broke from the
standard Japanese method of practicing Kyudo to
establish his own method of teaching archery
(Daishadõ-kyõ) which focused more on the spiritual
side of the activity. One of the stories I tell about Awa
Kenzo is found in the Eugen Herrigel book Zen in
the Art of Archery. The story goes like this:
A student was having difficulties and Awa told
him to come back later that night and meet him in
the archery dojo. When the student arrived Awa was
waiting and the lights were all turned off. The archery
range was so dark you couldn’t see the targets. Awa
then shot one arrow at an unknown target in the
darkness and the student heard a good thunk as it hit
the target. Awa then took a second arrow and repeated the same process, exactly
as the first, and what the
student heard next was the
(oddly satisfying) sound of
an arrow being split down
the middle. They then
turned the light bulbs on

“I have found that if I add a narrative to the lesson it helps them
to remember more clearly,
which makes my job of teaching
them easier.”
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shoot accurately. It certainly
is not, but for a quick tip for
beginners it covers most of
the basics.

Continued on the Next Page
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“Every good story deserves an
ending, just like a joke needs a
punch line. Or an arrow needs a
target.”

and went to have a look at
the arrows, to see that the
first arrow was a perfect
bull’s-eye, and the second
arrow had the split the first.
Awa had split his own
arrow in the dark. Because
that is how much Awa Kenzo had practiced. He could
Robin Hood his own arrows in the dark with perfect
accuracy. He had done it so many times he had complete confidence in his ability to demonstrate it to the
student.
The message here to the student is that it is really about repetition and practice. Repeating the same
action again and again until you get really good at
repeating it. Everything right down to breathing
technique. e.g. Awa Kenzo wrote poetry about the
importance of belly breathing.
Something Fun There are lots of stories about Awa
Kenzo. One of the best books about him is called Zen
Bow, Zen Arrow, which features a lot of his poetry
about archery. Awa believed in using poetry as a tool
to help his students better learn and understand
archery, similar to how I enjoy using storytelling in
my own teaching practice. One of the stories I tell
about Awa is when he was sick and dying. He went
for a walk in the snow with some students, and the
students noticed that he was leaving a trail of blood in
the snow. Noticing what had caught their attention he
said to them: “This too is practice.”

Arjuna and the Bird’s Eyeball
Once upon a time in India the hero-prince Arjuna
went to study under the great archer and military
expert Drona, along with four other princes. Drona
took the five princes to a
stream and on the far side
of the stream he balanced a
small wooden bird on a
branch in a tree. From the
distance the bird appeared
tiny, but Drona wanted
them to shoot the eye of the
bird and his goal in this lesson was to teach the princes
concentration. He asked the students to look at their
bird and then proceeded to ask the students questions
about what they could see. One student answered he
could see the tree, the bird, the stream, the sky, other
trees and so forth, unwittingly showing that his mind

and his eyes were wandering from the target.
When Drona asked
Arjuna what he could see
he replied “I can only see
the eye of the bird.”
While it does make a
good story, this is what I refer to as “mental narrowing of vision” (probably a technical term for this, but I
don’t know what it is properly called). Take for example when you are watching a movie. If you are concentrating on the film long enough, your vision
narrows and you mentally ignore everything else. The
theatre could be on fire and you might not even
notice. So the idea here is to concentrate on something long enough that you ignore other things.
Combined with the concept of “aim small, miss small”
and my personal philosophy of “aiming at the tip of a
blade of grass,” the goal here is to instill in the student
the ideals of perfectionism, concentration, and to
learn how to avoid distractions.

Something Fun There is a lot of archery stories from
India worth reading. My favourite concerns Rama
who was renowned for slaying Rakshasa demons. If
you want to see an abbreviated but musical version,
check out the film “Sita Sings the Blues” on YouTube.
Anecdotal Stories about Safety
There are plenty of cautionary tales about archers
who didn’t know better, but the one most often
repeated where I live took place at the Toronto
Archery Range. The story concerns two friends
named Galka and Stankiewicz who together visited
the archery range on the morning of October 9th,
2000 and lost some $15 arrows out in the grass
behind the 55- and 65-yard
targets. While eating a
BBQ lunch, they agreed to
conduct an experiment
wherein Stankiewicz would
shoot an arrow over one of
the target butts while Galka
stood out in the field and
watch to see where it landed. They hoped this experiment would help them to find their lost $15 arrows.
What happened next was Galka got shot in the
eyeball and the arrow went so deep it gave him permanent brain damage, hearing damage, and hindered
mobility. Galka later sued the city of Toronto and his

“For the past two years I have
gotten into writing fables for fun,
and each fable I manage to
sneak some archery into the
story somehow. My way of
sneakily promoting the sport.”
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friend for $3 million, but the judge threw out the case
against the city because there is no way the city could
have foreseen or prevented such a case of rampant
stupidity and instead found Galka and Stankiewicz to
each bear 50% of the responsibility. It is believed
Stankiewicz then declared bankruptcy, so it is unlikely Galka made much money from this lawsuit.
This story is now basically part urban legend.
Variations of the story say it was late at night and the
two men were drinking, which sounds plausible.
Some versions claim they were both young men in
their early 20s. The truth however is much simpler. It
was the middle of the day, they were in their 40s, and
neither of them were drinking alcohol. Did
Stankiewicz declare bankruptcy? Unknown.
Variations of this story are hazy on the details, but the
moral of the story is still there. Don’t do stupid stuff
at the archery range!
Details of the court case can be read by visiting
www.archerytoronto.ca/pdfs/Galka-v-Stankiewicz.pdf
Something Fun I once heard a rumor that someone
brought a hand crossbow to the Toronto Archery
Range and he was trying to load it with a foot stirrup
with the crossbow bolt already in place. He shot himself in the foot. Miscellaneous Fact: Any crossbow

shorter than 500 mm is prohibited in Canada.
Ballistae are fine, but no hand crossbows! I admit
Canada is a strange country. Also, I admit I would like
to build a ballista someday. They look like a lot of fun.
The End
Every good story deserves an ending, just like a joke
needs a punch line. Or an arrow needs a target. For
the past two years I have gotten into writing fables for
fun, and each fable I manage to sneak some archery
into the story somehow. My way of sneakily promoting the sport. The end of a fable typically teaches a
moral lesson, but to me an “archery fable” should
teach the reader/listener something new about
archery.
Once upon a time some archers went into the
woods and lost all their arrows because the fletching
was too small to see in the dense foliage. The second
time they went they used large yellow fletching on
their arrows, but broke all their arrows on hard trees
and rocks. The third time they shot at old rotting tree
stumps so they didn’t break their arrows. Thus the
activity of stump shooting was born. Archers around
the world lived happily ever after.

Are you tired from trying not to suck?
Are you . . . ?
Finding not sucking to be harder and harder?
Are you . . . ?
Tired of hear from your buddies about their winns and places when you
aren’t scoring anywhere close to them?
Are you . . . ?
Missing something from your game, you just can’t figure out what it is.
Then . . .
Why You Suck at Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the
“how to shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find
something is missing, Why You Suck at Archery addresses not only why
you suck but what you can do about it.
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The One Constant
in All of Archery
by Amy Saltzman, M.D.
Recently I was chatting with my long-time
friend and massage therapist, Paul. A couple of years
ago Paul became interested in archery. Over the last
couple of years, he has devoted himself to studying all
things archery, and becoming a master archer. He has
read about equipment and technique. He has trained
with experts. He has practiced and competed.
When I told him, I had been invited to write an
article for Archery Focus he commented “There are
many forms of archery that vary widely from materials,
technology, traditions, geography, etc. The one constant across all forms is the
‘wetware,’ human beings.
Some people teach form
mechanically; stand this way,
arms that way, etc. What few
people in the west teach is
the inner state that is the
foundation of form. Like
golf, tennis or other sports,
too much emphasis is placed on technology, marketing
and ‘buying’ your way in. The easiest, quickest thing we
can improve is our grounding, breathing, focusing.”
In this brief article I offer simple practices that
support grounding, breathing, and focusing. More
detailed versions of these practices, as well as many
others can be found in my book A Still Quiet Place for
Athletes: Mindfulness Skills for Achieving Peak
Performance and Finding Flow in Sports and in Life, and
my 8-week online course. Recorded versions of the
practices below are available on the free Insight Timer
app under my name.

Resting in Stillness and Quietness
In our daily lives, and often during training and competition we are caught up in thinking, feeling, and
doing. However, to perform at our best we must be
fully embodied in the present moment. Practicing
mindfulness allows us to experience this state more
consistently.
Like Paul you have probably devoted hours to
training and competing, and maybe even reading and
equipment maintenance. But how much time have you
devoted to cultivating embodied stillness and quietness? Even if your answer is
none you can begin now,
simply by attending to your
breathing. Here’s how: Take
a few minutes, sit or lie in
comfortable position, close
your eyes, and rest your
attention on your breath—
the sensations of expansion
and release in the belly. Feel entire the in-breath, form
the very first sip and expansion, all the way through to
where the breath is still, and the out-breath from the
very first whisper and release all the way through to
where the breath is still. With the next cycle of the
breath, see if you can rest your attention in the still
quiet place between the in-breath and the out-breath,
and the other still quiet place between the out-breath
and the in-breath. Now see if you can feel that this
stillness is always with you, when your breathing in,
when the breath is still, when you are breathing out,
when the breath is still, when you a laying out your
equipment, when you are walking to your mark, when
you are anxious, when you are shooting, when you are

“To perform at our best we must
be fully embodied in the present
moment. Practicing mindfulness
allows us to experience this
state more consistently”
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frustrated, when you are
elated. This stillness and
quietness is always with you,
and you can find it simply
by resting your attention on
the breath.

“If you find yourself overthinking, or caught up in intense
emotion, often a single question
can drop you out your head and
into your body, and then your
body can naturally make intuitive adjustments and corrections to optimize your shot.”

Being Embodied
To reiterate, many of us
train, compete, and live
from the neck up. Initially,
when we are learning a
sport it is necessary to think about our technique —
stance, bow placement, back tension, etc. Ideally, at
some point we begin to rely more on proprioception
(awareness of body sensations)—that is feeling the balance of our stance, the contact and pressure of optimal
bow placement, the ideal release tension.... One practice that can facilitate proprioception is The Body
Scan. A simple body scan involves sitting or lying in a
comfortable position and s-l-o-w-l-y sweeping your
awareness up from the bottom of your feet to the top
of your head, feeling the various sensations in the body:
warmth, coolness, comfort, ache, tightness, suppleness.
Take about 10 minutes to try it now. Engaging in this
practice at least a couple times a week will help you
tune into the cues from your body, and support you in
making the crucial yet subtle adjustments necessary to
hit your targets.

Just One Question
If you find yourself overthinking, or caught up in
intense emotion, often a single question can drop you
out your head and into your body, and then your body
can naturally make intuitive adjustments and corrections to optimize your shot. During your next practice
you may want to experiment with the following questions. Am I breathing? Where are my feet? Is my body
fully aligned with my visual focus? What are the sensations in my core (the muscles in your back and
abdomen)?
Befriending Feelings
Often when we train and compete we experience
intense feelings, and these feelings can inhibit our performance. It can be extremely helpful to learn to “have
your feelings without your feelings having you” so that
feelings don’t negatively affect your performance.
To begin, again sit or lie in a comfortable position,
and simply notice what emotion or emotions you are
experiencing right now. Notice how the emotion feels
Archery Focus

in your body- heavy, light,
soft, hard, big, small....
Simply allow the emotion to
be as it is. Nothing to
change or fix. Just breathing
and befriending the feeling.
This practice can be particularly helpful if you feel
extremely anxious, frustrated or excited before or even
during competition. Take a
few minutes to try it now.

Flashlight of Attention
With mindfulness you can learn to focus the flashlight
of your attention—on the breath, on physical sensations the body, on thoughts, on feelings, on sights, on
sounds, on the target. You can expand your attention to
include the sights, sounds, scents, air currents, obstacles
in your environment, and narrow your attention to just
your breath, your body, or the target. Again take a few
minutes to turn on and focus your flashlight of attention on various aspects of your experience.
Putting it All Together
Before you shoot. Rest you attention on your breath.
Befriend the feelings that are present. Become embodied by taking a “straw breath”. B-r-e-a-t-h-e your
attention up from the bottom of your feet through your
legs, torso, arms, neck and head. Like sucking liquid up
through a straw. Then breathe your attention back
down from the top of your head, through your neck,
arms, torso, legs and feet. Ask your refining question,
and focus your flashlight of attention on one particular
element of the shot, your stance, bow placement, arrow
release tension.... and then let all your hours of physical, mental and emotional training manifest.
Resources
Book: A Still Quiet Place for Athletes: Mindfulness Skills
for Achieving Peak Performance and Finding Flow in
Sports and in Life
Online Course: 8-week online course. Readers of
Archery Focus will receive a 10% discount by entering
AF10% in the scholarship box.
mPEAK 3 day training
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The Design of the
Traditional Longbow –
In Transition
by Hugh D.H. Soar
From the fifteenth century nascence of the
true English longbow, after its disputed length had
been established as “of the height of a man,” and
the death knell of its “short warbow” predecessor
sealed, until the middle years of the past century
the form and design had remained unchanged.
Master bowyers plied their trade and instructed
their apprentices in an arcane art with an impressive history of excellence both in warfare and recreation. What could,-or needed to, be improved?
This was the scenario that faced two eminent
physicists who, from the early 1930’s, not only
questioned contemporary “wisdom” but took it
apart and analysed it in physical terms to reveal its
shortcomings and proposed and developed a revision. C. N. Hickman, and Paul E. Klopsteg, with

input from Forrest Nagler and others, contributed
many erudite articles to the then widely read
Sylvan Archer and Archery Review. In 1947,
through the auspices of the U.S. National Field
Archery Association, these were compiled in a
book, Archery, the Technical Side, vade mecum for
all whose curiosity with bow mechanics needs satisfying.
It is not the intention here to examine all supporting arguments in favor of or against any longbow design, to do so would be a task inappropriate
to a short article. However, there is one argument
which surpasses all others with its lucidity and relevance, and we will discuss this in some detail.
The discussion centres around the “virtual, or
total mass” of the bow, and its purpose in deliver-

The traditional English longbow had a cross section in the shape of a capital letter D (left). The American Platbow had a cross section that was
approximately that of a rectangle (right).
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ing an arrow with maximum velocity, subject to
retard through hysteresis.
Now, wood samples
when tested will reveal
that strength in tension,
(in a bow in the back) is
disproportionate to its
strength in compression (in a bow in the belly).
The strength of tension being generally between
two and three times greater than that of compression.
This fact is no secret, the experienced bowyer
recognises this and designs accordingly; in practical
terms his well-designed ‘D’ section design conveniently balances tension with compression. The
point at which the two meet in the wood of the
stave is termed the “neutral axis,” and Klopsteg
determines this as co-incident with the centre of
gravity. This is readily illustrated by drawing and
cutting out a section of a longbow drawn on a card,
and balancing it on a pencil; when exactly balanced
marking a line to separate the two halves; this is the
neutral axis. Here you have the tension and compression elements neatly shown. It is argued that in
a longbow compression should exceed tension by a

factor of between 1 and 2.
In simple terms, for
any given radius of curvature, ideally compression
should always exceed tension equally, this relation
continuing for the full
length of the curve, in
each limb. It is however argued by Klopsteg that
when drawn, the force curve of the conventional
longbow does not conform to this rule of thumb
and in consequence the bow lacks optimum power.
In passing, a badly shaped bow will tend to “stack”
or draw unevenly and will be more subject to belly
crysalling (the formation of small crystals in the
wood, weakening it).
Now, having dismissed the traditional bow as
wanting in the fundamentals, Paul Klopsteg looked
at other potential designs and their associated sections, and turned to Hickman’s experimental work.
As an engineering physicist Hickman looked at the
properties and section of a steel bar, one designed
to bend evenly under load, and decided that the
optimum shape was an isosceles triangle section,
tapering evenly in shape and size between begin-

“A badly shaped bow will tend to
‘stack’ or draw unevenly and will
be more subject to belly crysalling
(the formation of small crystals in
the wood, weakening it).”

Continued on the Next Page

Do You Love Archery History?
The bow and arrow were invented at least 60,000 to 70,000 years ago
and for 99% of that time children learned archery the same way they
learned everything else: by doing.
More recently, though, children began receiving instruction in the
way of the bow. Eminent archery historian Hugh Soar shares his vast
knowledge of how youths were taught during this period, both then
and now, starting in his native England, expanding to the rest of the
U.K, then out to Europe and the U.S., and also including the Middle
East, Africa, and the Far East.
Archery coaches and archers who have an interest in youth archery
or archery history will love this book. It is packed with history and is
charming, too. Fully illustrated.
Get your copy of The Young at Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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able; Bilson is shown
ning and end. Another,
shooting one for disless complex, solution
tance on the front cover
was, however, a rectanof his books, English
gular section, also evenly
Archery (1947) and
tapered from handle to
Modern Archery (1950)
tip, and this essentially is
and the tips are only
the section that replaced
slightly bent.
the D-section of ancient
The short recurved
tradition.
tip was not around for
Those familiar with
long; it was quickly
early SEEFAB bows (of
realised that a deeper
the late 1930’s) will know
recurve was desirable,
that they employ this
and from the early
principle.
Post-war
1950’s this bow style
wooden
bows
by
appeared and quickly
Slazenger/Ayres
and
became a challenge to
Jaques were also of taperthe steel Apollo weapons
ing rectangular section.
made by Accles and
Not all accepted this secPollock, then in the
tion however, Galloway
Archery Products substi- Here are a couple of Bilson bows, shiowing the limb tips (top) and ascendancy for competithe handles (bottom).
tive archers.
tuted a low-stacked variOne feature of the “new order” was an enlarged
ation of a longbow section which proved
acceptable, and a few others followed his lead. A riser, offering opportunity for a more positive grip,
pale shadow of the English longbow was to live on and later a built up handle allowing a high wrist
position, helping to eliminate wrist trauma. Cut
a year or two longer.
With the constraints of tradition no longer a out handles quickly followed, providing for a stable
hindrance, and with new technology producing arrow shelf and an (almost) center shot.
By then the traditional longbow had vanished
viable weapons of steel, the way was now wide open
from both Club and competitive scene. Although
for experiment.
There had always been interest in the Eastern two senior clubs with historic origin shot it exclubow, including admiration for the complexities of sively, and the occasional greybeard might have
its construction and the power force curve the used it for private practice, to all intents it was a
shape produced. Although from Anglo-Saxon goner. Modern archers dismissed it as an anachrotimes nobles hunting on horseback knew of and nism.
However, as a notable person once remarked on
used the “horn bow,” it was never present in any
number. One particular feature, heavily recurved seeing an obituary of himself in a national newpaper: (“The report of my
tips, caught on for a short
death has been greatly
while however, and no less
exaggerated”), the old
a person than 1948
weapon was down but not
English National Champout. In 1951 the British
ion and small-time bowLongbow Society was
maker
Frank
Bilson
formed, and interest slowmarketed a rather bulky
ly grew, until the early
example. The final three
1980’s, when with over
inches of each limb were
recurved; the section being
2000 members, it took its
thicker at the apex of the
place upon the archery
curve. To what extent this
scene once more. Today,
affected and/or improved
there are few archers here
the force curve is debatwho do not include a tra-

“As an engineering physicist
Hickman looked at the properties and section of a steel bar,
one designed to bend evenly
under load, and decided that the
optimum shape was an isosceles triangle section, tapering
evenly in shape and size
between beginning and end.”
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ditional English longbow in their archery kit, and
who are familiar with its foibles; whilst a growing
number have sought the thrill of shooting in the
mighty English war-bow, lofting thirty-two inch
battle-shafts twelve score yards in emulation of
their bowmen ancestors.
But, we digress. The bow sight, dismissed by
some in the 1920’s as a gimmick, was now firmly on
the scene; draw-length checks appeared and rudimental stabilisation of moments of force was manifest in simple “stabilisers.”
Although much progress had been made, in
“force curves” and construction, and also with
accessories, the basic principal of ‘compass’ had not
changed. Bows, of whatever material, formed an arc
when drawn.
But, from 1966 all was to change. H.W.Allen,
an entrepreneur of Kansas City, Missouri, filed a
concept and design with the U.S. Patent Office for
an Archery Bow with draw force multiplication
attachments, and a Patent (17028.0009/10) was
granted on December 30, 1969. Regarded at first as
something of a gimmick by archers using traditional weapons that came around “in compass,” the

major advantages of a weapon with a complex
force-draw curve that not only ‘let off ’ at maximum
draw, but compounded velocity was quickly recognised, and the compound bow was here to stay; to
become the preferred weapon for those aspiring to
National and International honour.
And there we must leave this brief ramble
through archery history, retiring perhaps to
thoughtfully polish our longbows.
Those interested in further browsing scientific contributions to the practical draw-force method may
like to pore over Klopsteg’s Bows and Arrows: A
Chapter in the Evolution of Archery in America
(Smithsonian Institute 1963) and Clarence
Hickman- The Father of Scientific Archery, Ed
Maryanne M. Schumm ISBN O-9613582-0-3.

Want More on Coaching Archery?
Following up on his first coaching book, Coaching Archery, which was
written to help beginning to intermediate coaches, Steve Ruis has a new
offering to archery coaches everywhere. This time, the topics are on the
full gamet of coaching topics which range from the role of emotion in the
making of an archery shot, to teaching the shot sequence, to biomechanics,
and how coaches should treat their athletes (and one another) as well as five
major chapters on what is missing from the archery coaching profession.
If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach
and are looking for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics
of coaching, this is the book for you.
Get your copy of More On Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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PRESSURE

The Myth
by Larry Wise
There is no such “thing” as competition pressure.
You heard me, it doesn’t exist, it’s a myth!
Don’t get me wrong, people talk about it; they
describe how it seems to show up at every big tournament or competition. I was watching the
Biathlon event during the Olympics and “it”
showed up there, “The Frenchman is under a lot of
pressure to win this event,” said the commentator. It
seems to show up at every event during the
Olympics as if it were a dragon to be slain before
you can enter a sports arena. It was reportedly at the
big archery tournament in Vegas this past February.
. . . although no one actually “saw” it.
In reality, however, pressure doesn’t exist in
sports. It’s a figment of one’s imagination. There is
no such thing as a force called “pressure” that suddenly appears at tournaments and begins acting on
you in some mysterious
way. There is nothing
pressing in on you when
you enter the indoor arena
or step to the shooting
line. It is not a gas that
you breathe, air pressure
doesn’t change around you, you can’t smell it, it
doesn’t shake the floor under your feet and you can’t
see it. It’s a myth.
But that doesn’t stop coaches, athletes, spectators and announcers from talking about it and giving it “life” as an acting force. So, anyone who talks
and/or thinks about “it” calls it into existence. And

a mountain is born in the middle of the flat plains
of athletic performance.
So, stop it already! Stop giving life to a monster.
Do better than that.
My twenty-eight years as a professional competitor and my career as a mathematician have
trained me to deal with reality and not myths. The
reality of competition is that as an athlete I set goals
and worked to achieve them. (Now, I do that as a
coach.) These goals had (have) great importance to
me and when I find myself close to achieving one of
them it’s a special time.
So, let’s talk about those times and call them
what they really are, moments of high personal
value. This is what I prefer to talk about with my
students, HPV. This is how I learned to think about
those first few ends, or last few ends, of shooting at
the big tournaments. These
kinds of moments were
valuable to me!
I learned to think of
this high value as my
friend! HPV is what keeps
me motivated to practice,
to travel and to enter a shooting venue with hundreds of other archers to compete against. Today it
keeps me engaged in coaching, teaching, and writing. It is not some mysterious external force that has
to be overcome at a big tournament – that thing is
a myth. Instead, it’s a very special internal feeling.
As an athlete you have to recognize that this

“There is no such “thing” as
competition pressure. You heard
me, it doesn’t exist, it’s a myth!”
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HPV brings about some
physiological
changes
within your body. It’s all
internal. Your pulse goes
up, your respiration rate
goes up and your blood
pressure goes up. This
happens because this
moment matters to you;
you’re close to reaching a
goal.
These changes are
internal and as such they are controllable. They are
occurring within your own body and do not come
from without. You can learn – as a coach you teach
– skills that help you deal with these physiological
changes. You learn to see them as friends who visit
you when the moment is important. Without them,
competing would have no meaning and would be
only lifeless acting.
The skills that help you engage physiological
changes are many. Breathing comes to mind first.
Relaxation training is another. Mental imagery and
utilizing a key word to help you shift your focus to
the creative feel of your shot are others. And cer-

tainly, practicing these
skills is important long
before
you
become
immersed in a moment of
high personal value. With
these tools in your tool box
you will be able to welcome your friend called
“physiological changes”
and be more likely to
achieve your goal instead
of falling away from it
because you let a “myth” defeat you.
Moments of high personal value are real, internal, controllable and welcomed. “Pressure” Is a
Harmful Myth.
Think HPV! And learn to welcome those
moments when they come. After all, you’ve earned
them!

“Your pulse goes up, your respiration rate goes up and your
blood pressure goes up. This
happens because this moment
matters to you; you’re close to
reaching a goal. These changes
are internal and as such they
are controllable. ”

Keep well, shoot straight.
Larry

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!
Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won
numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition, as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993
FITA World Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no
longer!
Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.
Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding
techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and
which are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use
in field archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in
unmarked shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!
While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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Arrow Tube
Fletching Savers
Save your fletching with an arrow tube modification.
by William Moltzan
Arrow tubes are great. They adjust for arrow
length and fit in many soft bow cases and aren’t very
expensive. They have one big problem. The arrow’s

tube and I have a way to do that, without damaging
my arrows! And it only costs a few bucks.
What I do is fix a cardboard mailing tube inside
the arrow tube so the arrow shafts will rest on the
smaller mailing tube with the fletching hanging over
it, clearing the arrow tube (see photo at end). I’ve been
using these for many years with good success.
Materials Needed
Here’s what we need for this project:
• 3˝ Telescoping Arrow Tube
• 2˝ x 24˝ long Cardboard Mailing Tube
• 3⁄4˝ Foam Pipe Insulation

Note how the fletches leaning against the inside of the tube are distorted.

fletches get flattened or bent from the weight of the
arrows above them in the pile. If you take the arrows
out and use them frequently it may not be a problem
but let them sit for a while and you’ll have a perma-

Archery DIY
nently bent, curled, or flattened fletches. There are
foam inserts available that you thread each arrow into
as well as tree inserts that you snap each arrow into
but these are cumbersome time consumers. I like to
just toss my arrows from my quiver into my arrow
30

Most of what we need for this project I had around
the house so the first ones of these I made cost me
nothing but if you have to go shopping, three inch
diameter telescoping arrow tubes are available at most
archery supply between $14 and $22. The 2˝ x 24˝
cardboard mailing tube is available at most office supply stores for $2–$5. Tubes 24˝ long are quite common. It would be nice to have a 36˝ tube which we
could cut to the exact length needed but they’re not
available as a single unit. I found the 24˝ long tube
works fine with long/uncut arrows and shorter ones as
well. We don’t’ need the cardboard tube end caps.
Archery Focus

Foam pipe insulation is available at most home or
hardware supply stores. We need 3⁄4˝ size. That’s the
size of the pipe it covers, 3⁄4˝ pipe. They come in three
foot or six foot lengths for about $2 a piece. Get the
size that has 1⁄2˝ thick foam with a 3⁄4˝ hole and 13⁄4˝
in diameter. We don’t need to use much of it.
Putting Them Together
Cut off three 1˝ or 11⁄2˝ long pieces of the foam insu-

3⁄4˝

Do the same to the other end of the mailing tube.
Actually almost anything could be used to shim
the mailing tube so it’s centered in the arrow tube.
You could wrap cardboard or old clothes. A piece of
1⁄2˝ diameter rope or tubing. You could stuff foam
packing peanuts around it. I always use what I have
around the house. And I have a bunch of foam pipe
insulation.
Push the mailing tube with foam insulation into

foam pipe insulation(left); one slice cut into six pieces (right)

lation. This cuts well with a larger pair of scissors.
There’s a split down the side of the insulation for sliding over a pipe. Take the three pieces and cut each in
half so you have six pieces (as shown in the photo).
These will be fastened around the mailing tube to
keep it centered in the arrow tube. See, we only used
3˝ of the insulation. You have enough left over for
many more arrow tube mods.
Tape three of the foam pieces of insulation near

Push mailing tube into arrow tube (top); push it in all the way
(bottom)

the arrow tube as far as it will go. You may need to
squeeze the foam insulation a bit to get it in. Leave
the arrow tube collapsed for now
Later, you can expand the arrow tube to the final

Expand arrow tube to final length

length, all the while pushing the mailing tube down.
Go slowly as it will be snug, but will slide to position.

Tape insulation to mail tube (left) wrap with packaging plastic
wrap (right)

one end of the mailing tube, the masking tape is
needed to position them and keep them in place.
We’ll use packaging plastic wrap to keep it in place
more permanently. You could also use packaging tape
or any strong tape to permanently put them in place.
Masking tape won’t keep the foam spacers in place
long term. I use the less permanent method so I could
remove the foam if I ever need to change something.
Archery Focus

The Results
You can see in the photos above right that fletches
just do not touch the inside of the arrow tube any
more.
In the first photo you can see the mailing tube
with pipe insulation spacers inside the arrow tube.
Note there’s a lot of clearance for the vanes not pushing into the sides of the arrow tube. Pictured next to
the single arrow are the same eight arrows from the
beginning of this article. There’s 1⁄2˝ clearance
around the shafts inside the mailing tube giving the
Continued on the Next Page
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fletching ample clearance. These are large 2315 aluminum arrows for indoors. You could fit a few more
in there but check that the vanes aren’t pushing
against each other. This setup can easily hold 12
smaller graphite shafts like .244’s. I have several of

these arrow tubes for each type of arrows I shoot:
indoors, outdoors and thin outdoors like the .166’s.
We’re done. Easy wasn’t it?

Tired of Coming In Out of the Money?
Are you . . . ?
An archer who is just starting to compete who
wants to get a head start on learning how to win.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has been competing for a year or so and
is frustrated because you are not making more progress.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has competed for quite a while but
never seems to get to those top three spots.
Then . . .
Winning Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the “how to
shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find something is
missing, Winning Archery addresses all the things you need to know outside of how to shoot that have been keeping you off of the Winner’s Stand.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Curing
Target Panic
by Chris Hill
Target panic is the cancer of our sport. As a
competing Olympic Recurve archer and coach, I see
archers dealing with it, yet not knowing how to get rid
of it. They end up trying to live with it, letting it affect
their joy of shooting archery, or they quit the sport,
which is a sad loss. There are many options I have
seen archers try. Changing bow discipline, changing
the handedness of how they shoot, removing parts of
the sight and or bow. None of these seem to work in
the end. I hear more often than not, once you have
target panic, you have it for life.
Nothing could be further from the truth. I had
target panic myself for six years. I let it ruin many
archery tournament seasons and frustrate my archery
experiences until finally I decided to really dissect the
issue causes and then find the cure. Since that time I
have cured a number of archers who had target panic
so bad, they couldn’t even anchor and had no control
of their shot. This article describes my process for curing target panic.
So, what is target panic? Target panic is a failure
of the shot sequence and a reflex reaction to a visual
or physical situation. Target panic usually starts with
a failure of the shot sequence. Most commonly, form
issues and poor alignment are the causes. Form issues
make it harder to hold still at full draw, make it harder to have the leverage to hold the draw weight, make
it harder to come through the clicker or make a
relaxed accurate shot. Too high draw weights, bad
alignment, trained and engrained bad form all can
lead to target panic issues. While most archers do not
experience the pressure that world class archers feel,
having your nation depend on you to bring home a
medal, and having TV cameras and 1000s of spectaArchery Focus

tors watching your every shot can also cause target
panic.
Types of Target Panic
I identify two basic types of target panic.
The first type is when you cannot anchor the
string on your face without shooting. As you draw
back, when the string gets anywhere near your face,
you shoot uncontrollably. This is the worst version of
target panic as the complete shot sequence has failed.
The second type is you can draw and anchor, but
once anchored, you cannot aim in the gold, you can
not come through the clicker; you freeze or cannot
shoot at all and have to let down. You probably use a
time clock to force yourself to shoot your arrows. You
shoot while trying to hit the gold on the fly swiping
the sight pin through the target. This type, most of
the form is good and only the last part of the shot is
failing.
All of these are symptoms of the same issue. In
this article I call the reflex action of target panic anxiety. It may not be the best word to describe it, but I
think it covers the range of feelings that are the triggers for target panic.
Addressing Target Panic
To address and cure target panic, I have some Do’s
and Don’ts.
1. Do have a good coach who can correct your form
issues to make sure this is not a major cause of the
target panic. You need to remove any physical barriers that cause or lead to the trigger of target
panic.
Continued on the Next Page
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draw distance towards the
2. Do always place a tarface. There is no shooting
get on your bale anyduring this exercise. Any
time you are shooting.
accidental shots are to be
Always,
always,
ignored. Pull the arrow
always—blank baling
from the target and repeat
will only reinforce your
the drawing. There is no
target panic by trainrush to get to a face
ing you to shoot at no
anchor. It will take as long
target. Then when you
to cure the target panic as
put up a target, instant
it took to train it in.
target panic! If you do
Usually it is about four
not have a target to
months for these exercises
aim at when working
to cure target panic, but it
close, then close your
eyes completely. Look Target height should be considered. Having the target at shoulder can take longer. During
shooting. Having the targets too low can this exercise, I may
at nothing and feel the height corresponds to indoor
lead to distortions of form.
remove some of the stabishot.
3. Don’t remove the pin from your sight aperture or lizers to make the bow feel different, and I may
put in a larger aperture. All this is doing is remov- remove a clicker, but the sight with pin stays on the
ing one of the triggers for target panic but it is not bow. I may have the archer go down in poundage as
facing and dealing with this trigger. You must deal well. The archer will continue to slowing increase the
with this trigger in the exercises I get to later. If draw until they can draw to bicep or shoulder and
you remove the pins, then you will not cure the hold and then let down. Mastery of this is needed
before attempting to anchor on the face.
target panic.
Once the archer has increased the draw exercise
The first step is to assess which type you are. I
to being able to touch the string to face without
will address the unable to anchor type first.
shooting. They will have enough control for the next
exercise. Do not go to the next exercise until the
Working on Type 1 TP
Since the entire shot sequence has failed, I start from archer can draw calmly to face and hold for five secscratch. What follows are directions for a coach. If onds and then let down while not shooting.
When the archer can anchor and hold for five
you are an archer, I am sure you can translate these
seconds
without any anxiety causing them to shoot, I
instructions into personal terms.
I have the student work close with the target bale then will add in an actual shot. Some times the archer
less than five yards away. I place a large target on the will draw to anchor and aim while counting to five
bale. It can be a 122 cm target or 80 cm. The actual and I will say let down. Then after they have anchored
target does not matter, but there must be a large tar- and are counting I will say shoot, and they should
shoot. It is important to make sure the archer does not
get to aim at.
The target bales must be setup so the archer can anticipate what to do and they to wait for me to either
have his/her bow arm at shoulder height level. It is say let down or to say shoot. This slowly ingrains back
detrimental for the archer to shoot downwards toward the control they need for the shot. In the beginning
the floor. It is actually better to have the target slight- they will feel like I have the control of their shot for
ly higher to replicate the 20 yard arm angle and the them, but really they have the control and it will be
easy for them to realize this at some point. At this
furthest distance you shoot arm angle.
I have the archer nock an arrow on her bow to stage, they have made a transition to the second type
prevent any dry fires from accidental shots but there of target panic.
I now start adding back any parts of the bow that
is to be no shooting with this exercise.
I have the archer extend their bow arm and begin I removed (stabilizers), but I do not add the clicker
to draw. I verbally repeat, “we are not shooting” while yet. That will be the last added item once the archer
the archer draws the string to just past their elbow can shoot without any target panic symptoms at 30
and stops. They count to five out loud and then let meters and can shoot at 20 yards a 40 cm target.
down. We do this over an over, slowly increasing the
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target should have some
Working on Type 2 TP
triggers for target panic.
With the second type of
Having the archer shoot
target panic, all archers
both will slowly remove
will have a distance they
the anxiety from the botcan shoot at a target with
tom target.
no anxiety. It may be staThe target size can
bilizer distance, five yards
also help with removing
from the target, ten yards,
any anxiety. I have taped a
13 yards, or 20 yards, and
40 cm 8-10 ring cutout in
there will be a distance
the middle of the 122 cm
where the anxiety starts to
target. The archer would
show. This is the distance
shoot the 40 cm yellow
at which you have start
with no anxiety because of
working.
the entire size of the 122
I put up a 122 cm
cm. It made the target
target and have the archer
shoot from three yards. I The bigger target is always placed above the smaller target, transi- seem huge. This is a great
tioning from very, very big to standard-sized target faces.
trick for the mind to get
walk the archer back until
either I find the distance where the target panic hap- back control of the anxiety for the small yellow size.
As the archer progresses, I continue to keep two
pens or we get to 20 yards. I have the archer shoot a
step in front of where the target panic starts, and then targets, one above the other. The top target is always
a step back from where the target panic is. I have the non anxiety target, the target below is the one that
them shoot back and forth until they can shoot both could be the trigger. Once the archer can shoot the 80
distances with no symptoms. Then I have them step cm target and 122 cm with no issues, I then replace
further back. I will walk the archer back doing this the top with the 80 and I put a 60 cm target on bottom. I will continue this until I have a 40 cm on top
until we can get to 20 yards.
My first goal with the second type of target panic and a single spot on the bottom. The top target must
is to get the archer to a 20 yard distance for shooting. always be the non anxiety target. That way you are
I do this because most archery ranges do not have training the higher arm angle is a non anxiety shot.
many target bales for close shooting, and most that do Otherwise you will bring back the target panic once
have such targets, have them sitting on the floor and the distance increases and the arm angle gets higher.
Once the archer can shoot at 20 yards the targets
too low for the exercises to be effective.
If you are limited to only having 20 yards to from 122 to 40 cm with no symptoms of target panic,
shoot, and do not have any closer bales, then I spray then I move them outdoors to longer distances. I start
paint a 122 cm target: I paint the red rings yellow. with the 122 cm and I keep that target size out to 70
Have the archer shoot at this target and see if any tar- meters.
Past that, the archers will have retrained control
get panic affects the shot. If so, then paint the blue
rings yellow, etc. Eventually you will get a large of the shot and can shoot with no target panic at all.
enough yellow target that the archer can shoot normally from 20 yards. Then the transitions are to Addressing the Mental Side of TP
smaller and smaller “golds” until you are at a standard Now these exercises with the target takes care of the
visual triggers for target panic, I also have to address
122 cm target size.
Once the archer can shoot at 20 yards with a nor- the mental side during the shot.
Archers with target panic start to aim and then
mal 122 cm target with no anxiety, then I fold the 122
cm target in a square only showing the blue, red, and everything happens too fast, anxiety rushes, and their
yellow rings and I put that on the top section of the body does uncontrollable things. Once at anchor from
bale. Under that target I put an 80 cm target. I now the earlier exercises, the archer must specifically slow
have the archer shoot both targets. First top, then down mentally at the time of aiming until expansion
bottom, then top, then bottom. Mix the shots up. The and release. Many archers with target panic have
top target should be a non anxiety shot and easy for trained to rush this, and you have to retrain a pause in
the archer to execute the shot. The bottom smaller
Continued on the Next Page
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the mind, and a breath or
changes to what was hapstop, to access the control.
pening, gave me a pause at
You want them to physithe critical moment when
cally and mentally slow
I previously had no conthis shooting section of the
trol. I go into more on the
shot down. My first exersubject in my video on
cise where I have the
YouTube. You can find it
archer count to five and
here (https://youtu.be/
then I either say let down
YFGV6sUFbXE).
or shoot is excellent for
An Olympic gold
this. If you are training
medalist once said about
yourself, you can get to full
archery “I have to put all
draw, anchor and aim,
my effort in just one
while mentally saying “I
moment, I believe the
am not going to shoot A tiny target center can be pasted over a larger one as a transition result will come as much
phase of moving to a smaller target face altogether.
until I count to three and
as my effort.” She is right.
then let down, without shooting.” Think what you will The setup, draw, and anchor of the shot are all just to
do, but then at the moment of aiming, do something get us to that one moment: the critical moment of the
else. Anything that is control. Shooting the shot is not shot. You have to gain and keep control of that
the end result yet. Having the mind control what is moment. The key is to slow it down and not go
happening while you are aiming is the end result.
through the motion of that moment. That will give
For myself, I would anchor and aim and then aim you mind over madness.
off at a ring number I decided once I was aiming gold,
and then I would let down. I would draw, anchor and This process works. It worked for me and it has
aim, and then when the clicker clicked not shoot until worked for a great any of my students.
I had counted to 4 or not shoot at all. All of these

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!
Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won
numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition, as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993
FITA World Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no
longer!
Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.
Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding
techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and
which are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use
in field archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in
unmarked shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!
While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Raise Money for Your Archery Club!

Generate cash for your archery club by joining the
Archery Focus Affiliate Program! It’s as Easy as 1, 2, 3!

1
2
3

Click on “Affiliate Info” on your AF account page.
Download your choice of AF banner and place it on your website.
Each time a click results in a new subscription, a 30% commision
($9.80) will be credited to the PayPal account you’ve specified.
Got Questions? Email Claudia@ArcheryFocus.com
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Prominent in the
WAF Coaching Library!
L ARRY WISE
ON
COACHING ARCHERY
Larry Wise, one of the premier archery coaches in the
United States, is sharing his coaching wisdom, especially for coaches of compound-release archers but
also bowhunters. So, if you coach or want to “self
coach” yourself, there is now a new addition to the
coaching literature just for you.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not
just on the shooting of arrows out of bows, but on
how to coach people to do that better.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
The Principles of Coaching Archery, Vols 1 & 2 (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
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Getting to 650:
Finishing Touches
by Simon Needham and Steve Ruis
This is the Final Stage!
This the final stage in our plan is getting archers
to the score of 650 on the 720 point Ranking
Round. To achieve this, the average arrow score
needed is just over a 9 out of 10, which equates
almost to holding the 8-ring. Groups need to be
centered and all or almost all arrows need to score.
Arrows in the 1-6-rings, and the green, will necessarily be described as being “fliers” and these basically need to be eliminated.
For recurve archers this was
the old line between “expert”
archers and “elite” archers. It
serves as that today, but scores
have increased over the past
couple of decades, so the goal
isn’t just “getting to 650,” but
really “getting past 650.” For
compound archers, this is not
as noteworthy a feat. We could
have set a goal of getting to 660
or 670, but this goal serves our
purpose of providing advice to
coaches helping archers shoot
at these levels, so “getting to
650” it is.

When an elite archer gets a new bow, the whole
thing can be set up and tuned within a day or two. (I
once saw a very accomplished archer take a new
compound bow out of the box and was shooting very
tight groups in less than two hours.) They do not
spend a lot of time on tuning. Basically, they know
what arrow they intend to shoot, also what accessories: sight, stabilizers, etc. They order their new
bow with specifications that match the bow to that
arrow. (Some manufacturers even set the draw
weight at the exact poundage
needed instead of just sending a
bow that has the right range of
draw weights.) They have their
tuning protocols all worked out
(what tests in what sequence)
and they have a great deal of
experience with those tests.
But, you say, elite archers are
constantly tinkering with their
equipment. Ah, this is true. But
they are not tuning their main
rig. What they are doing is
equipment testing. The elites
are constantly looking for an
edge over their competition.
In compound circles, the competition can be so
tight that the loss of just one point can result in a
loss. At the most recent Vegas Tournament, the
Championship Men’s Unlimited division resulted in
eight archers who shot three perfect 300 rounds,
having an aggregate score of 900/900. There was
also a number of archers who shot 899/900, one
point off of perfect. As a marketing ploy, all of the
899 archers shot off, arrow by arrow, for a chance to

650

Steve Begins ...
They’re Different from You and Me
There is a basic axiom amongst business “change
agents” which says “if you want to be like them, start
acting like them.” In other words, as archers often
say “fake it until you make it.”
Archers already at or near the elite stage are different from those of us still in the lower score brackets. One of the differences is with regard to tuning.
Archery Focus

Continued on the Next Page
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“Shoot-offs are the norm, not a
fluke. One point often does
determine who wins and who
loses.”

joining the perfect 900
shooter’s shoot-off. The
“Lucky Dog” 899 archer,
not only joined them, but
won the whole thing this
past event.
It is not unusual for archers to be tied at the top
with perfect scores in indoor tournaments. Shootoffs are the norm, not a fluke. One point often does
determine who wins and who loses.
Since one point is so important, elite archers are
looking for additions of one point to their average
scores. When they find one, they then look for
another. But, such improvements are not easy to
find, especially in equipment.

Finding the Elusive Point
There are more than a few archery equipment vendors for any piece of equipment you want to mention. If you ask any of them directly “Will my scores
improve if I use your <fill in the blank> you are likely to not get a straight answer. To be honest, that
question cannot be answered. They do not know
what your scores are. They do not know what your
strengths and weaknesses are. How could they possibly claim an “X point increase in your average

score”? (If they do, grab
your wallet and back away.)
The
most
likely
response you would get
from such a question is a
quote from one of their
sponsored archers: “My X-count went through the
roof with the Whiz-bang bow sight!” or whatever. In
other words, you have very little to go on to make a
decision to try a new piece of gear.
The very top dogs get their gear either for free
or with steep discounts, so it is not very expensive to
test out a new gizmo. Before your archers reach that
status, of course, they will be shelling out of pocket
for this stuff. Note TANSTAAFL—this stands for
“there ain’t no such thing as a free lunch.” Sponsored
archers do get freebies and discounts but they also
sign contracts allowing use of their words and image
in advertising, as well as making personal appearances at booths at trade shows, as well as being
required to provide technical advice to engineering
staffs, etc. Sponsored archers give as well as take.
How well they give is a factor in whether their contract is reviewed.
So, your archer “thinks” a new stabilizer system
will help with their scores. They have to acquire a set

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery
for Beginning Coaches!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to
teach it and much more you won’t get from certification courses.Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Makes A Great Gift for New Coaches
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for testing. Most of them
pay for these things. They
also will need some weeks
to test the new gear thoroughly to find out whether
it is “better” or just “different.” So, coach, what are
you going to have your
archer do?

“So, your archer “thinks” a new
stabilizer system will help with
their scores. So, coach, what are
you going to have your archer
do?”

Testing New Gear: A Basic Protocol
The first thing you need to do is prepare to test the
new gear against the old. If you have a log of practice scores, that can be used as a basic test. The average of your last five practice scores can be compared
with an average of scores with the new gear
employed.
Practice scores are a good metric as are group
sizes, especially at distance. Perceptions are also
valuable but they have to be taken with a grain of
salt. If a new stabilizer setup makes your archer feel
that they are more still at full draw, even if they are
just as still as before, that may be of value. Compare
a feeling of being more still with a feeling of being
less still (even if they are not). The latter can be anxiety creating which can cause poorer scores in itself.
Careful assembly and setup of the new stabilizer
system is then needed. Information may be needed
from the manufacturer and its staff shooters to get a

good start. Then the new
configuration has to be
retuned. It is imperative
that the old setup be full
documented and any
changes made to retune the
new setup must be documented (a half turn on a
cushion plunger needs to be listed so it can be taken
off if you want to revert to the old setup, for example).
Shoot testing needs to take place over several
days/weeks because of the Hawthorne Effect. (The
Hawthorne Effect is the inclination of people who
are the subjects of an experimental study to change
or improve the behavior being evaluated only
because it is being studied, and not because of
changes in the equipment.)
At some point (D-Day) a decision needs to be
made to stay with the new or revert to the old. In the
event of a “tie,” I tend to favor the old in the case of
a tie because it is “tried and true,” while the new rig
doesn’t have that backlog of trust in the archer’s
mind.
The Real Hard Part Brace yourself: you have to do
this for each item you want to test ... one at a time. If
you put on five pieces of new gear and get an
improvement, how will you know it isn’t three of
Continued on Page 39

Confessions of an Archery Mom
Often poignant and always funny, Archery Mom Lorretta Sinclair has written
about her adventures guiding herself and three boys through the world of
archery. Navigating the shoals of coaches, equipment, tournaments, travel,
and a never-ending draw on her credit cards, she manages to find the bright
side, although not without some teeth gnashing thown in. Along the way she
ends up a mentor, coach (yes a real, as she would say, “certifiable” coach),
road manager, confidant and, ever, a mom. Even the after effects of the tragic death of her second son are bared as she writes.
Follow Lorretta’s family as they experience life in the snowy mountains
of Utah and the high desert of California, and survive everything from snow
and hail to extreme high tempertures accompanied by sandblasting winds
while just trying to shoot a few arrows.
If you are a sports parent, especially an archery parent, there is a great
deal of wisdom, humor, and even a few tears in following Lorretta on her
journey.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.
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Available Everywhere!
The AER Recreational Archery Curriculum takes beginning recurve, compound, and traditional
archers from their first arrow all the way up to competing in major archery competitions. Detailed,
step-by-step instructions tell beginning archers how to become intermediate level archers and then
how to advance to expert levels. Each instruction includes an evaluation device so archers and coaches can track progress.
The Complete Archer’s Guide is provided for student-archers of all ages who wish to be able to
see and read about what they will be learning but is not required for participation in a program using
this curriculum. The Coach’s Guide inludes the entire Complete Archer’s Guide with copious annotations and extensive appendices on what to teach and when and how to teach it.
The Curriculum is entirely flexible so Coaches and Archers can adapt it to their needs by changing the order of instructions or even replacing or augmenting them. Additional support is being provided to both Coaches and Archers at www.ArcheryEducationResources.com. All programs need to do
to adopt and use this curriculum is to purchase one copy of the Coach’s Guide. Get your copy today!

All of this is
included in here!

Available from Amazon.com
and ArcheryEducationResources.com!
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them making things better and two making things
worse, with a net small positive effect? One at a
time, Grasshopper, one at a time. This is why the
elites spend so much of their time “tinkering.”
Doing the Hard Tuning
Archers at the 650 and up level do actually tune
harder than most of the rest of the archery community. This is because they have very stable, trusted
setups. Archers on the way up, may have new limbs,
a new bow, or new arrows within the next six
months. You would not waste the effort doing
micro-tuning on such rigs. But an excellent archer
with a stable rig and tune is the perfect candidate for
micro-tuning.
And Simon is the better one to handle that
topic. Oh, and one cannot just assume a “stable
tune,” one needs to confirm and re-affirm that tune
from time to time because, well, things do change
and the changes are not necessarily visible to be
seen.
Simon Continues ...

“Archers at the 650 and up level
do actually tune harder than
most of the rest of the archery
community. This is because they
have very stable, trusted
setups.”

Micro Tuning Aids the
Consistent Shot
“The more I practice the better I get.”
As an archers’ scores rise,
so does the length of their
practice sessions and numbers of arrows shot. With
the increase in the number of arrows shot (I worked
on around 1000 arrows a week), the more time was
available to test and adjust equipment.
I go back to maxim that every arrow should be
shot with a purpose. Tuning goes hand in hand with
improvements in technique and consistency in the
technique. Consistency is the key word in archery,
good technique makes for efficiency of the shot, but
it is consistency which maintains your groups.
Apportioning practice time and giving it purpose
enables top archers to “Micro Tune.” All micro tuning consists of is making small adjustments to the
equipment to see what gives the best improvements
in groups, at this level it is just adding a point or two,
perhaps for only about 20% of the adjustments
made. With initial tuning and finer tuning as laid
out in the last article, time is set aside for that task.
On the whole with micro tuning, (e.g. 2 clicks on the
pressure button at a time) the change is made. Then
the archer is set to shoot scores for 500 arrows, half
Archery Focus

a week and scores and group sizes can be compared
for improvement. Due to the quantity of arrows the
archer is shooting 8 to 10 minor changes can be
monitored over a period of a month. Archers shooting lesser numbers of arrows will take proportionally longer to carry out the same micro tuning regime.
Equipment adjustments will be either: the same,
better, or worse. Those fortunate enough to have two
bows will be able to micro tune with one, and once
they have that one shooting better than the other,
will then be able to swap to the other bow and start
working with that, ensuring that they have one
always ready as better.
As it takes 1000 repetitions to incorporate any
technique improvements, potentially archers will be
able to integrate changes on a weekly basis. It is not
just about arrow count as I mentioned before, poor
or sloppy practice will not give reliable results to the
micro tuning. I therefore feel that when an archer is
micro tuning, because they are testing to see what
happens to their groups,
the quality of practice must
be maintained, leading to a
more consistent shooting
form.
Adjustments in: button
pressure, button position,
spring
thickness
and
length, string twists for
given brace height, string
materiel, serving materiel, tiller, tab materiel and
type, bow weight (in 1/4 turn increments), fletch
type and position – both with regard to distance
from nock and angle, etc.
Every time you find a better setup, check the
bow’s tune, see where the bare shaft goes in relation
to the fletched arrows (at 30 m). This should be carried out on a weekly basis to see if anything has
changed. As your archer becomes more consistent,
so does micro tuning continue to keep the bow in
tune with the archers’ technique.
Positive Body Language
As coach you should not know how the archer is
doing by watching them.
Points can be given away if your archers’ opponent thinks that your archer is struggling and can
tell that from a glance. It is something that should be
worked on from the start. But perhaps more importantly, although body language is a reflection of the
Continued on the Next Page
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mind’s emotional state, the
mind’s emotional state can
be manipulated by body
language.
Malcolm
Gladwell, author of the
books Tipping Point and
Blink address some of
these issues. In Blink (p.
206) he notes this when
looking at the work that
Ekman and Friesen who
discovered when studying the connection of the
mind to facial expressions. They realized that it was
a two way street that a happy mind gives happy
expressions. Also happy facial expressions lead
towards a happy mind. You have probably seen it for
yourself when smiling at someone, they will tend to
smile back as a reaction, and then both of you seem
to have a lighter mood.
This can be used in conjunction with managing
body language as a whole, starting with when your
students are shooting well. See how they look, stand,
express themselves; that is how they should be even
when it is not going so well, or when they get to a
crucial point in the competition,. Positive body language will increase their opportunity of doing well.
Personally I do not watch a lot of sport, but when I
do, especially individual events (tennis golf, even
cricket) there are only really two playing at one time.
I look for changes in the opponent’s body language
to see if I can predict the outcome of the event (and
often as not, you can). It is worth sitting down with
your archers and playing this game of “who will
win.” If watching your archers make sure you are
looking for the one who looks like they will win, as
that is the body language you want to re-enforce.
If you have a facility at your range, watch world
class archers on a screen. A good training session is
to get them to shoot a distance and score. Then sit
them down and get them to watch a few good quality
matches
(World
Cup/Olympic finals, etc.)
then get them to shoot the
distance again and see if it
improves their score.
Whilst watching other’s
movements, the same neurons fire in the brain as the
one’s actually doing the
movement. (The spectator’s neurons so firing are

“Your archers should expect to
win, to be in that frame of mind.
The level of competitions they
have been introduced to should
be set at a level where their level
of expertise should give them a
good chance of winning.”

Learn How to Win
Your students should expect their arrows to go where
they want them to land.
I have written about this before, it is about
expectations, your archers should expect to win, to
be in that frame of mind. The level of competitions
they have been introduced to should be set at a level
where their level of expertise should give them a
good chance of winning. They should have the
knowledge to stand on the field of play and know
that they will win, but to get that they need to know
what that feels like. In a way it is the same attitude
as where the arrow is going to land, they need to be
of the frame of mind that they know that the arrow
is going to go where they want it to. It may be taken
from that path by weather conditions but that will be
the same challenge for all of the archers on the field.
When you listen to top archers talking, it can sound
like arrogance that they are going to get a certain
score. Getting past that, you should realize that they
have no doubt in their mind that they can do it. A
good training exercise for this is to get the archer to
shoot at 70 m, after the shot and before it lands, tell
you where it will land. (We call this the “Call Shot”
drill. SR) They need to learn how if feels to shoot
tens, if they can learn that feeling they will be able to
shoot their arrows and know it will go well.
Every Arrow is Shot with a Purpose
This is key, whenever you ask, your students should
be able to give a clear
account of what they are
working on!

“I look for changes in the opponent’s body language to see if I
can predict the outcome of the
event (and often as not, you
can). It is worth sitting down
with your archers and playing
this game of ‘who will win.’”
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called mirror neurons).
Since you will be watching
the best in the world, more
of the right neurons will be
firing.
When they have got
this ingrained, they will
always look good on the
line.

The Numbers of
Arrows Shot Matters
It is best when possible to
shoot them over a longer
periods of time. Shooting
four hundred arrows on
Saturday and not many on
Archery Focus

other days of the week is not optimal. Shooting the
arrows spread out in the day, rather than in one session is better, too.
One can shoot 200 arrows in three hours, five
times a week which is 1000 arrows for the week.
There are occasions when time is limited and that
200 arrows in three hours makes the best of time
available. Extended training sessions, ensure that the
mind is immersed in archery for longer percentages
of the day, shooting the 200 arrows over a six hour
period, will ingrain the practice deeper.
Use Some Events for Testing Changes
And they will be ready for the events that count.
Ideally the score at practice and at events should
match, but the score only counts at an event! Key
events should be entered into the calendar, then
other events are selected that can be used as trials for
either technique or equipment changes leading up to
the important events. These events may be ones
where the archer needs to consolidate a technique
change, and needs to realize that the score level may
dip, as the improvement is mastered that will take
them to the next level. This agenda needs to be
between you and your archer, other competitors may
comment on the dip, but these should be shrugged

off by your archer.
Evaluate Every Shoot/Shot
What percent of shots were good shots and how can
that percent be increased is the question.
This comes under the heading of “learning how
to shoot tens.” At one of Lanny Bassham’s seminars
he had just shot 599 out of a possible 600. He was
asked “How did you shoot a 9?” He replied “The
question should be “How did you shoot 59 tens!”
That is all you have to do, learn what it takes to
shoot a ten.
Get your students to evaluate rounds and shots
out of 100% so after a round they may tell you they
made 80% good shots. Work with them to increase
that percentage. Get them to talk about what a good
shot feels like, what makes an arrow go into the ten,
celebrate the good ends, tell everyone about it, take
pictures; as you know it’s all about positive reenforcement. You can then repeat that to your other
archers, get the top archers to tell the others how it
feels to shoot that great shot. It is more likely that
they and the other archers will shoot more good
shots.
Continued on the Next Page

Need Help Running an Archery Program?
Teaching Archery is a complete guide to setting up and operating a
public archery program. Whether teaching archery to kids at a camp,
teaching archery to adults in a park, or running an archery range at an
archery pro shop, this how-to manual will give you all the information
that you need to set up and operate your program successfully.
Appendices of never before published information contain scripts
and dialogs for instructors, class lesson plans, a glossary of terms, and
useful forms that you can duplicate and use in your own class programs.
This book is the one stop manual for building and maintaining an
effective recreational archery program. Included are many of the ideas
and techniques that have been used by Pasadena Roving Archers ( PRA
) to serve more than 10,000 recreational archers every year.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Turning It On
When an archer is behind
their average, can they
“turn it on” to get up to
their average? Work out
with them what happens
to get them to “turn it on”
and shoot every arrow with
that attitude.
How many times have
you seen an archer have a
slow start or a new distance, shooting below their average, then turn it on
to get back to average? Your job is getting them to
discover what it is they have done to make up points
to get to their average. Once that is recognized, get
them to shoot with that attitude and feeling all the
time for every distance. When you see them in practice and they are in the zone, get them to stop and
recognize what it is they are doing and thinking
about. When I was shooting in the zone, I initially
recognized it happened towards the last one third of
the training session, initially it seemed that that I
was preoccupied with what I was going to eat for

supper after the session!
After analyzing it further, I
realized that I was focused
on the shot, but not trying
to score. Focused but not
trying, allowing the subconscious to be occupied
with something else other
than getting good groups. I
have likened it to one’s
shoelace being undone; you
see your shoelace is
undone, you bend down to do it up, consciously find
the ends of the lace, next thing you know the lace is
done up! If you try and explain exactly how to do up
your shoelace to someone, how you hold it, which
fingers you coil it around, you will probably not be
able to do it up first time. For those who remember,
‘Tetris’ on the short game ‘B’ on the highest level,
the only way to finish the 25 line was to totally focus
of the game, any distractions and you lost. Shooting
is a bit like that, intense focus on the shot, blocking
everything else out. But that intensity can and
should, only be maintained for the duration of the

“When I was shooting in the
zone . . . I realized that I was
focused on the shot, but not trying to score. Focused but not
trying, allowing the subconscious to be occupied with
something else other than getting good groups.”

Raise Money for Your Archery Club!

Generate cash for your archery club by joining the
Archery Focus Affiliate Program! It’s as Easy as 1, 2, 3!

1
2
3

Click on “Affiliate Info” on your AF account page.
Download your choice of AF banner and place it on your website.
Each time a click results in a new subscription, a 30% commision
($9.80) will be credited to the PayPal account you’ve specified.
Got Questions? Email Claudia@ArcheryFocus.com
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shot, maintaining a focus
between shots but to a
lesser degree. With the key
signal for the start of the
shot, and the start of the
next intense focus. Then
between ends, a lower level
of focus. Initially it is getting the archer to learn
what the difference is between trying and being
focused.

faced with horrible weather, then finding that the
waterproof top they have
with them catches the
string. Many archers have
“special” shoes for competition. That can be their
error and the compound of
the shoe platform can give
them a less stable base. Even if two pairs of shoes are
bought, if one pair is used for competition, and the
other for practice, they will soon have different qualities as the ones used for practice will wear differently. Quite possibly giving a difference in the stability
of the archer, leading to variations in performance.

“Look to the food they plan to
eat, ensure that it is easy to
digest. Especially when your
archers go away with teams, it
is easy to get sucked into other
people’s eating habits.”

Nutrition
Get your archers to try different eating patterns.
There tends to be a long lunch break where it is the
traditional time for food. Try not to have the bulk of
their nutrition at lunchtime; it is better to nibble
throughout the day. Suggest that your archers eat a
couple of rolls on the way to the target prior to lunch
on the last scoring end. That will give the archer the
longest time to digest their food. In nibbling evenly
throughout the day, it will maintain their blood
sugar levels and energy evenly throughout the day.
Look to the food they plan to eat, ensure that it is
easy to digest. Especially
when your archers go away
with teams, it is easy to get
sucked into other people’s
eating habits. What they
eat and drink at home
while training, should be
similar to their eating habits with the team. Once
they have finished competing they can “pig out” on
the local delights.

Summary
Although all the archers start with, ostensibly, the
same beginner’s course, as they progress their needs
can vary wildly, there is no “one size fits all.”
Although Steve and I have based this series of articles around score levels, none of the suggestions we
have put forward should be taken by you, the coach,
only to be used when your archer has reached that
level. All the ideas and suggestions can be used from
the very beginning of an
archer’s journey in archery.
A little of everything, at
the start, the more they
progress, the more they do
of everything. The journey should always be a
progress of all the aspects of archery, becoming more
and better. All the archers you help, of which many
will step off the assent due to time or commitments,
will benefit from your help. Some, if you are lucky to
be there with them, may make great heights, and you
can have the satisfaction of knowing that you have
played a part in that success.
There is no magic shortcut to success which
many look for . . . keep reminding them of that fact.
Rather it is:
“The more I practice the better I get.”

“There is no magic shortcut to
success which many look for . .
. keep reminding them of that
fact.”

Selection of Equipment
Prior to events, check which bow/arrows are performing most consistently. I always spent the last
few practice sessions finding which bow/arrows/tab
shot the most consistently. I thought of it as a selection process for the equipment I was going to take
with me. If an archer selects what they perceive to be
the best equipment for the coming shoot, it will
buoy them mentally for the event. It also gives them
focus prior to the event.
Clothing
Ensure that your archers practice in the gear/clothing/shoes they intend to compete in, shoes, tops and
especially waterproofs. I have seen archers travel
abroad from a fair and warm country, only to be
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Two Hot Books from WAF!
Watching Arrows Fly Has Archery Books
for Kids and Their Parents!

Do you know new young archers or
parents of new archers?
Get them started right with these new guides!
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for
Kids explores with text, photos, and diagrams all the
questions new archers have about the sport they are
embracing. In fact, each chapter ends with a Q&A
session based on the most common question kids ask
about archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most
knowledgable coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.

Finally, parents with kids getting involved in
archery have a book just for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about
archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique,
execution, and equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
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AER Articles for Coaches

Getting Serious:Helping
Them to Understand
Archery Tech
Part of Archery Coach Fundamentals by AER

“Arrow spine. Most beginning
archers do not have a clue, and
if our experience is at all
common, many experienced
archers also do not have a clue.”

Archery is a technical sport, there is a lot
of technique involved.
One of the areas bewildering to both new
archers and their parent ’s, if they are young,
is the technolog y of
bows and arrows, the equipment. One of your
roles is to help them with the tasks of selecting equipment to acquire, setting up that
equipment to be both safe and effective, and
tuning it so it is matched to the archer’s skill.
This is not a small undertaking, so let ’s talk
about this.

Talking Archery Tech
If you take a look at the companion AER piece
for archers, we take a shot at explaining arrow
spine. Most beginning archers do not have a
clue, and if our experience is at all common,
many experienced archers also do not have a
clue. So, this is important.: if you find yourself
in the position of making recommendations
regarding purchases, setup and tuning, etc.
and you are not comfortable with that task,
you need to find a “tech support angel” or
tackle that steep learning cur ve yourself.
Tech support angels come in the form of
Archery Focus

archery pro shop owners
who take you and your
students under their
wing, offering you the
ser vices you need or a
member of your archery
club who volunteers to
keep
your
program
equipment in shape. In our first archery program (a 4-H program) a club member took all
of the program arrows home with him after
our weekly lessons and repaired them and
brought them back for the next session. Later,
we learned to do this task ourselves. We have
heard of archery shops offering the same service for reduced or even no fees. (They are in
business of making money doing these things,
so if they offer you a steep discount, or free
ser vices, be very, very grateful.)
Basically, we are saying you need to know
what of you are teaching. Once you do, you
will find yourself walking your students
through procedures … over and over and over.
Often the same student needs to be shown
things multiple times. As with all physical
skills, having them do it themselves after
being shown is a critical step in learning.
Continued on the Next Page
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Getting an Education
Coach training programs don’t do
much in this area, so you are going to
need to find other sources of technical
support. One of those is books. We can
recommend:
• Simple Maintenance for Archery, 2 n d Ed. by
Ruth Rowe and Alan Anderson This is a must
have book for coaches of serious archers! Stepby-step procedures with photos are provided
for almost every task you will need to master.
• Modern Recurve Tuning, 2 n d Ed. by Richard
Cockrell An excellent resource for what the
title claims.
• Tuning Your Compound Bow, 5 t h Ed. by
Larry Wise The tuning bible for compound
bows by a master coach.
Another source is the Internet, which we
are sad to see is a mixed bag. Some of the
information available is spot on and other,
well not so much. When using the Internet,
always consider the source. We can safely say
that the Lancaster Archery Academy Blog is a
safer bet than a random video found in a
Google search.
Teaching Videos There is an old saw used
by teachers which is “tell me and I will forget,
show me and I will remember.” There are a

“Homework and drills don’t
work for recreational archers,
making things fun does. Just
focusing on fun will offend a
serious archer after a while and
could lose you that student.”
great many videos available on sources such as
YouTube that are excellent at showing things.
Here are a few examples:
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O7zewt
uUM_0&t=10s (Explains the archer’s paradox using high speed video for coaches and
archers)
• https://www.youtube.com/user/ArcheryWi
nchester/videos (A goldmine of archer y
form videos analyzed, highly recommended
for coaches.)
• https://www.youtube.com/user/NUS ensei
(A treasure trove of archery videos, most of
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which are directed at beginners. Highly
recommended for archers.)
We give out links to videos on how to tie a
finger sling from a shoelace, how to safely
brace a bow, etc. but we strongly recommend
that you very carefully watch any video you
would like to recommend as some of them
start out doing a great job and then fly off into
the land of error later. Take notes about any
points in the videos you find iffy. These can be
points of discussion for your students if you
recommend them.
Recommending videos and “further readings” is also a good way to get them involved
in archery outside of these lessons or classes.
They also are a marker to distinguish serious

“We strongly recommend that
you very carefully watch any
video you would like to recommend as some of them start out
doing a great job and then fly off
into the land of error later”
competitive archers from recreational archers.
In general we have found that the recreational
archers won’t do “homework” but the serious
archers eat it up. We often use the test of asking students to text or email us to remind us to
send them the information they say they want.
Almost universally, the recreational archers
will not bother to remember to do that or if
they remember, they just don’t do it.
This is not a knock on recreational archers!
They are not in the sport for what you are asking them to do and they are just being politie
or telling you what they think you want to
hear. This is to keep you from making the mistake of tr ying to teach your students the
wrong way. Homework and drills don’t work
for recreational archers, making things fun
does. Just focusing on fun will offend a serious
archer after a while and could lose you that
student. This is all about “knowing your audience,” a prime rule of teaching.
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Still Can’t Get Enough on Coaching?
In this sequel to Coaching Archery, More on Coaching
Archery, and Even More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve
Ruis addresses a full range of coaching levels and subjects, supplying tools and new perspectives for archery coaches of all levels. Archery Focus magazine Editor Steve Ruis’s first coaching
book, Coaching Archery focussed on serving beginning-tointermediate coaches and is the best selling archery coaching
book available. All of the subsequent books are addressed to all
archery coaches of all levels.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Finally, An Archery Book for Kids!
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for Kids explores
with text, photos, and diagrams all the questions new archers have
about the sport they are embracing. And, each chapter ends with a
Q&A session based on the most common question kids ask about
archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most knowledgable
coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.

Makes a Great Gift for a Young Archer
Archery Focus
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New in the WAF Coaching Library!

The Principles of
Coaching Archery
Volume 1

Surely there are principles to guide coaches of archery. Uh, like
“Be positive!” and “Never describe how they are doing it wrong,
describe how to do it right.” and . . . . and . . . .yeah, Steve Ruis ran
into the same problem. But he persevered and here is the first
extensive collection of coaching prionciples for archery coaches,
with explanations.
The
Watching Arrows Fly
Coaching Library is a effort to supply archery coaches with a literature,
not just on the shooting of arrows
out of bows but on how to coach
people to do that better.

and Available Now! Volume 2

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
The Principles of Coaching Archery (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
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AER Articles for Archers

Getting Serious: Everything
You Need to Know About
Arrow Spine (To Start)
Part of Archery Fundamentals by AER

“If you are dependent upon your
friends and fellow competitors
for information, you at least
need to be able to tell the difference between information that
is valid and information that is
bogus.”

Archery has more than
a few technical terms
and, truth be told, you do
not need to understand any
of them. But, archery is an
individual sport and this
means you may be in a
position to have to analyze
your own equipment problems, especially during
tournaments. And, you may
not have the technical support you need from time to
time nearby, specifically bow mechanics, coaches (to
help you with tuning), and other experts. If you are
dependent upon your friends and fellow competitors
for information, you at least need to be able to tell the
difference between information that is valid and
information that is bogus. To be able to do that, you
need some basic knowledge.

The Beginning of Archery Tech
Archery is a very old practice, going back many tens
of thousands of years. Until quite recently, the technical knowledge of archery was held in just a few hands,
and that knowledge was transferred from member to
member in your tribe or family. This information
included how to build bows as well as how to shoot
them.
In the early 1900’s a more scientific approach was
taken, that of carefully investigating the behavior of
Archery Focus

bows and arrows with the
information shared freely.
The last bit is the key part
of a scientific investigation.
Prior to that, if someone
discovered something really
important about arrows or
bows, they kept it to themselves and only shared that
information with a few
trusted individuals.
The first scientific breakthrough in archery came
because of an investigation of what was called the
Archer’s Paradox. The bows of the time were longbows. The arrows sat atop the archer’s hand as an
arrow rest, and therefore the arrow pointed off to the
left (for a right-handed archer). Yet when a shot was
loosed, instead of the arrow flying off to the left, it
traveled straight away from the bow! (If the bow were
well-made, any way.) This was a paradox. The arrow
pointed to the left, but flew straight.
This paradox was solved by the discover that the
arrows flexed sideways under the force of the bow, the
first bend being into the bow and then as the arrow
moved forward, it flexed back away from the bow,
effectively wrapping around the bow like a high
jumper going over a bar. This was eventually captured
on film and now video. If you search the YouTube site
you can find visual evidence of the Archer’s Paradox
Continued on the Next Page
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in plenty. There is even one chap
who shot weaker and weaker
arrows from a stout bow, showing
more and more bend of the arrow to
the point that the arrows broke. (Some
archers have way too much spare time!)
The key part of the solution to the paradox is that the flexing of the arrow must be
matched to the stoutness of the bow. If an
arrow is a bit too sturdy, it won’t bend
enough and will fly off to the left (for a
right-handed archer). If the arrow is too
flimsy, the arrow will bend too much and fly
off to the right (wrapping around the bow
handle much too much). So, like Goldilocks,
we are looking for “just right” in a match
between the flexing of the arrow shaft and
the force of the bowstring on the arrow (the
cause of the flexing).

Arrows shot with a finger release flex back and forth. Here’s proof. Arrows may
seem really stiff, especially carbon arrows, but they all flex.

Measuring the Ability to Flex . . . and Recover
The flexing ability of arrow shafts was named the
“spine” of the shaft, why we do not know. It may have
been something as simple as an arrow which bends
less is said to have more spine, as we consider a person’s spine to be a measure of their strength, e.g. “He

has a lot a spine, that one.”
Often the term spine is equated to the “stiffness”
of an arrow and, while close, that is not quite right. A
really stiff piece of wire can be bent and it will stay
bent. Stiffness is important but resilience is, too.
Resilience is the ability to recover its shape when a
thing is distorted. Our arrows need to resist being
bent (stiffness) and they need to recover their shape
when they are bent (resilience).

Need a Book for an Adult Just Getting Started?
Archery is exoploding as a sport and more and more people are
starting up! And not all of these archers are kids. If you know an
adult who is just getting started and needs a good orientation to the
sport of archery, this is the book for them. The subtitle tells it all:
Archery for Adult Beginners. No longer do adults need to consult
materials designed for kids.
Chapters include the following topics: Safety, Getting Started,
Getting Coached, Equipment, Archery Styles, and Competitions.
Cover are the steps to shooting an arrow, how to stay safe at all
times, how to make sure your equipment is sized for you, and more.
Written by the Editor of Archery Focus magazine and Master
Coach Steve Ruis, get a copy today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Online Booksellers!
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We will not go into the history of the development of measures of arrow spine, but we must tell you
some of the things needed to be able to apply a
knowledge of spine to fit arrows appropriately to your
bow and form.
We start with two common ways of looking at
arrow spine: static spine and dynamic spine.
Static Spine We do not know who invented the
first spine tester, but they all followed a simple plan.
Whereas prior to having a scientific way to measure
arrow spine, fletchers (arrow builders) used their
judgment. From the bow’s stoutness (draw weight)
and the size of the archer (an indicator of draw
length), they sorted through a pile of arrow blanks
and picked out arrow shafts that should work.
Now that we have spine testers, we also have
spine tables, which indicate what arrows are suitable
for particular combinations of draw weight and draw
length (and kind of bow, and … it is complicated).
A typical spine tester supports an arrow shaft at
each end and a weight is suspended from the middle
of the shaft. The amount the shaft bends, is measured.
Since these amounts are small, typically under one
inch of deflection, they are listed as thousandths of an
inch with the decimal point deleted. So, an arrow
with a static spine of 0.500 will have “500” listed for

it. If the deflection is 1 3/4 it will be listed
as a 1750 spine. This is somewhat unfortunate because the arrows with more spine
(stiffer, more resilient) have smaller spine ratings. Note: be aware than this is not the only way to
classify arrow spines, there are others.
Dynamic Spine Static spine is what it is, but is
not the end of the story. All kinds of factors affect an
arrow’s behavior (see list below). This allows for the
arrow’s spine to be “tuned in” by making it a little
more or a little less. This practice was begun back
when arrows were primarily made of wood. If an
arrow was a bit too stout (too stiff, too resilient), a bit
of sanding would make the arrow thinner and therefore have less spine. As with many of the things on
the list below, sanding an arrow is an easy technique
to make the arrow have less spine, but there is not a
comparable technique to make it have more spine.
Change in one direction is often easy, but much harder in the other.
Here are some of the factors affecting an arrow’s
dynamic spine:
• making a shaft shorter increases the spine
• making a shaft longer decreases the spine
• adding weight to the point decreases the spine
Continued on the Next Page

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
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Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney, Don
Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette Musta, and
others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target archery. You’ll
find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your form, and upto-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Archery Retailers!
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•
re m ov i n g
weight from the
point increases the
spine
• using lighter fletches
decreases the spine
• using heavier fletches
increases the spine
… there are more, but these
are the big ones.
There are also adjustments in your bow to make
a “spine match,” that is an arrow that leaves your bow
straight away. Here are some of those:
• increasing the draw weight increases the spine the
bow needs
• decreasing the draw weight decreases the spine the
bow needs
• making a lighter bowstring increases the spine the
bow needs
• making a heavier bowstring decreases the spine
the bow needs
… there are more.
Tuning a bow-arrow system largely involves getting a good spine match, in addition to locating the
parts of the bow (arrow rest, bowstring position,
nocking point location, etc.) correctly, which we refer
to as “bow setup.” This is true for compound bows as

well as recurve bows, even
though arrow spine is less
critical for compoundrelease archers. This means
that compounders can use a
wider range of arrow spines
effectively.
Getting a good spine
match starts with selecting
the right shaft but the shaft
manufacturers have “spine
tables” to help with that
(the subject of a future article) and then dynamic
spine adjustments are made while testing to see if the
arrows leave the bow straight.
There is a great deal to learn here, so expect this
to take some time to make sense. As we said, you
don’t need this information to be a good archer, but it
does help when it comes to making sure your equipment is supporting your skill.

“Tuning a bow-arrow system
largely involves getting a good
spine match, in addition to
locating the parts of the bow
(arrow rest, bowstring position,
nocking point location, etc.) correctly, which we refer to as
“bow setup.””

Finally, An Archery Book for Kids!
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for Kids explores
with text, photos, and diagrams all the questions new archers have
about the sport they are embracing. And, each chapter ends with a
Q&A session based on the most common question kids ask about
archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most knowledgable
coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.

Makes a Great Gift for a Young Archer
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The Watching Arrows Fly Catalog
The Watching Arrows Fly
Coaching Library
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery
(2014)
by Larry Wise
For compound and
bowhunting coaches.
Archery Coaching How To’s
(2013)
by Steve Ruis
For those coaching out of their
area of experise and beginning-tointermediate coaches.
Even More on Coaching Archery
(2013)
by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.
More on Coaching Archery
(2010)
by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.
Coaching Archery (2008)
by Steve Ruis
For beginning-to-intermediate
coaches.

General Archery Titles
ProActive Archery (2012)
by Tom Dorigatti
For compound archers
wanting to be
really good.

Professional Archery Technique
Third Edition (2009)
by Kirk Ethridge
Primarily for compound and 3D archers.
Winning Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis
For archers wanting to learn how
to win.
Archery 4 Kids (2010)
by Steve Ruis
Written for an 8 to 14-year old
beginner audience.
Confessions of an Archery Mom
(2011)
by Lorretta Sinclair
Stories of an Archery Mom coping
with three boys, all
outstanding archers.
Shooting Arrows (2012)
by Steve Ruis
Written to help adults cope with
their new sport.
Why You Suck at Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis
Written for archers who want to
learn why they aren’t getting better
and how they can.
A Parent’s Guide to Archery
(2010)
by Steve Ruis
Written to help parents who have
children in archery.

A ll Titles A v ailable on Amazo n.co m

Archery Focus Magazine
Back Issues Now Available in Print!
www.ArcheryFocusMagazine.com

